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ABSTRACT

New models for human pilot dynamics and new methods for pilot/vehicle
dynamic analysis are investigated. The status of existing quasi-linear
models is reviewed and deficiencies are noted as a basis for pinpointing
areas needing the most effort. The pilot modeling topics explored include:
low frequercy lead generation using either velocity sensing at the peri-
phery (eye) or difference computations accomplished at a more central
level; mode-switching models for nonstationary or discrete inputs to the
pilot/vehicle system; physiological aspects of pilot dynamics in tracking
tasks; Successive Organization of Perception (SOP) theory for levels of
pilot cognition higher than compensatory. For pilot/vehicle anal,vsis,
analytical approaches from control theory which appear to have prcemise
are studied, including: time-optimal computing feedforward elements use-
ful in the mode-switching models for response to nonstationary inpu\ts;
optimal control theory using the crossover model in the performance\
criterion tb estimate pilot response characteristics in compensatory,
tasks; inverse optimal control theory using known experimental resulJts
and quasi-linear pilot response models in an effort to define the pilot's
adlustment rules in terms of performance indices; optimal control the~ry
to provide a simple test for optimality (to an elementary quadratic
criterion) using only average performance measure data.

Distribution of this Abstract is Unlimited.
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A. MMRO

The current status of quasi-linear models for the description of

human pilot dynamics is good enough to provide useful and effective tools

for the solution of a variety of practical flight control problems.

Nevertheless, a number of important and troublesome problems cannot be

handled within the quasi-linear context and, as a consequence, a practical

requirement exists for new approaches. Fortunately, there are a large

number of methods available from automatic control theory which offer

some promise as methods to be applied to manual control, and there are

new views of old data which may also prove fruitful. From these well-

springs it is hoped to evolve the new approaches needed. The purpose of

this program is to match some of the methods to some of the problems, and

to summarize and evaluate these new approaches to pilot/vehicle analysis.

M. OF 0 5 O AM M

The methods and models sought through the new approaches should have
potential application to flight control tasks and control system design
problems. A further qualification is that they be appropriate for use in

some aspect of sst prediction; for example, to predict

e System performance in a given situation

9 Pilot activity in a given situation

* Pilot commentary and opinion rating trends across situations

The types of control situations for which the capability to predict becomes

a requirement might include

• Closed-loop control and regulation of attitude or path about
a fixed operating point or about time-variable operating points

* Operi-lo-p response to external or internal commands and
disturbancei.

• Control retention daring abrupt changes in the controlled
element, as during a stability augmenter failure



Ideal•ly, the models should be able to describe behavioral dil'terenoes

in control situations which are due to ckanges in the informational input

(or display) conditions. For the exemplary control situations noted

above, this might be due to differences such as

4 Complete VFR display plus all motion cues

• The more restrictive IFR display plus all motion cues
* Incomplete variants of the above, corresponding to various

ground-simulator conditions

0. AP1It

The inspiration and requirements for new methods or models can derive
from two sources: (1) knowledge of analytical approaches which may con-

ceivably be applied (solutions in search of problems); (2) deficiencies

in existing models (problems in search of solutions). The basic approach

adopted in this report is to use the status and deficiencies of extant

quasi-linear models to structure a frame of reference for the pursuit of

new methods and models. This does not inmly a universality of application

for qissi-linear techniques, but takes advantage of the acculmulated knowl-

edge of their shortcomings, and the realization that alternative approaches

=ast be developed if a nvaber of critical flight control problems are to

be attacked at all. The new approaches derive, inductively, from consid-

eration of what is deficient in the current state-of-the-art, followed by

attempts to solve the particular problems exposed with whatever techniques

are available; and, deductively, starting with a method or theory and

looking for problems it can solve. Both kinds nf initial points are

represented here.

D. PUEVX 01

The report really consists of two parts. The first comprises

Sections II and III which summarize the status quo as evidenced by the

quasi-linear pilot models. The remaining sections present the various

new models/methods, each in a separate section for clarity.

Section II sump.rizes the current status of quasi-linear models for

compensatory and pursuit tracking, multiloop tasks, and the neuromuscular

2



subsystem. This provides the prologue to Section 1II, where a comprehensive

tabulation of the deficiencies of these models is given, thereby defining

the problem areas.

The first new model/method topic (Section IV) in a preliminary ex1am-
nation of low frequency lead generation. Two possible and complementary

schemes are proposed. In one the lead derives from velocity computation at

the pl)tic nerve level, whereas the other depends on computation of first-

position differences at a more central location. Fach model accounts for

some of the observed differences in behavior between situations requiring

low frequency lead and those which do not. Both models are refinements in

detail to existing quasi-linear descrip~iona.

Section V examines the most clementary nonstationary situation, where

the nonstationaiy feature is a transient, i.e., step forcing function.

The most complete model available at the outset of this program is first

reviewed and used as a basis for constructing an experimental program. The

experimental data are then presented. In the event these contradict many

of the features of the hypothetical model, a new dual-mode control model is

presented as a replacement.

In Sootion VI the Successive Organization of Perception (SOP) hypothesis

is reviewed and elaborated. The major purpose of this section is to present

aw efficient way of coding and selecting the most likely mode of behavior

from those which have been identified and modeled as phases within the

over-all Successive Organization of Perception context. It is, among other

things, a description of an analysis procedure which enables one to select

model forms appropriate to a specific situation.

Physiological aspects of human tracking behavior are described in

Section VII. Signal flow and functional operations compatible with physio-

logical knowledge are shown, and various substructures capable of exhibiting

the "special case" behavioral patteri,ý associated with compensatory, pursuit,

and precognitive operations are discussed.

The last three sections are attempts to apply the powerful techniques

of optimal control theory to alleviate some of the deficiencies in quasi-

linear oodels summarized in Section III. The first question attacked (in

Section VIII) is the optimality of manual control systems for elementary

5i



{i.rfornance criteria such as mean-squared error, This is accomplished

using a simple test for optimality which involves only the mean-squared

value of signals within the mLiiual control system and requires no knowl-

edge of Lk e dynmunic details. The experimental results are introduced to

compare with the theoretical constructions.

In Section IX the inverse optiml control problem is used in an effort

to formulate compensatory tracking performance indices for which the loop

dynamics, Yp~c, measured experimentally are ortimal. Aas approach can

provide a more quaI,ýItative bamwi f'or adjustment.

Finally, Section X considers the estimation of human pilot describing

functions for novel situations by using optimal control theory. The

procedures described permit much of the artistry in estimting describing

functions for given controlled elements to be replaced by a concrete

computational procedure.

I4



Is= of 5MlZ-Lx3W5 NIII

iwami-linear models are tbo mcst extensively applied and best based

ompirically of all models for pilot behavior. They are totally satis-

factory for many problems, while for others they elther have some

promise contingent on further development or are fundamentally deficient.

To correct these latter shortcomings new model/method structures are

needed, and one starting point for defining these new approaches is

provided by the existing structure of quasi-linear pilot models.

The status of quasi-linear models is sumrized in this section to

provide this frame of reference. Single-loop compensatory situations

are mentioned first, followed by the single-loop pursuit models. Then,

a digression is made to consider the characteristics of the neuromuscular

subsystem, a key element in any model of the pilot. Next, the struc-

ture of multiloop control is su-imrized. Finally, the more significant

restrictions to be considered in the application of extant quasi-linear

models are noted.

A. BOOLE-LOOP OMSOR

The first problem in manual control system dynamics is to determine

the pilot response in the single-axis compensatory tracking task defined by

the block diagram of Fig. 1. A stationary random-appearing forcing func-

tion, i(t), in applied which results in a displayed error, e(t). The pilot

output, c(t), acts on the fixed controlled element dynamics, Yc, to produce

the system output, m~t).

i Le RI C Controlled m
PiloE lement

Figure 1. Single-Axis Compensatory Tracking

S.



Measurements of pilot characteristics in this task have been made

by a large number of investigators over the last twenty years (Refs. 1- 15).

A sumary of results based on cross-spectral and spectral analysis is

given In Table I.

At various times* throughout the period during which this now imposing

"data base was being accumulated, Amalytical/Verbal Models were evolved

which described or were compatible with all the then existing data.

Besides serving as encapsulated descriptions of the data, these models

were also intended to be used in new situations which are extrapolations

of those for which the data were obtained. In fact, the primary emphasis

in the entire model-building effort has been placed on models which can

be used to predict pilot dynamic response characteristics in manual

vehicular control systems.

Another cut has been taken recently at updating the Analytical/Verbal

Quasi-linear Pilot Model. This was accomplished mainly in connection with

Ref. 12, although it is not explicitly contained therein, and is summarized

in Ref. 17 as the 91M 1965 model. As with the other models mentioned

above, the circa 1965 model consists of two parts--the describing function
and the remnant-and contains two kinds of information: (1) analytical,

giving the general form of the dynamics, and (2) verbal, providing the

adjustment rules which tell how the parameters in the general form are to

be adjusted so that the model is an estimate of pilot behavior for a
specified situation. The describing function portion of the circa 1965

Analytical/Verbal Model is summerized below. It is generally applicable

to fixed-base tracking or regulation problems where the system inputs are

random-appearing, and where the pilot, vehi.cle, and inputs are reasonably

time-stationary.

*For example: 1957, Ref. 6; 1959, Ref. 16; 1960, Ref. 11.
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USt• 01 • uwmzwm inmwmatt

NO. or NO. •r
PA•NO- COPTMOLLED NO. OF

INVIBTIGATOa APPEARInO EUDMM WJIIPUIATOR REGION REMUS
(Ref.) FOc. rAc. TYPES R N

TYPES DIVET, *NETIGATED MEASUREMENTS

TuStin pade grip, Simulated tank gun turret
(1)tin s n 2 0 tracking. Single-dimensionals1 prin rest raint Input.

Russell 2 Hndwheel, 6 Single-dimensional input.(2) no restraint

Simulated control of aircraft
Goodyear 2 Aircraft pitch axis in both stationary

Gooyearcontrol stick and pitching simulator.

(35,4) Single-dimensional input.

Simulated control of aircraft
Krendel, et al Aircraft lateral and longitudinal axescontrol stick 0 in tail-chase, with and with-

out airframe dynamics. Two-dimensional input.

Pencil-likeEPenc2t lu, nSingle-dimensional input. SomeElknd 20 1 stylus, no 6 remnant data.
(7) restraint

Stabilization of aircraft
lateral and longitudinal axes

Seckel, et al 2 2 Aio roft 2 in both flight and fixed-basecontrol stick simulator. Two-dimensional
S(6) input.

Stabilization of various air-
Aircraft craft longitudinal dynamics

Hall 1 20 Aircraf 19 while also controlling a fixed
So eset of lateral characteristics.

01 9,10, 1j Two-dimensional input,

Stabilization of a wide range
of idealized dynamics contrived

sidestc to evoke a complete range ofRuer, t alside stick operator transfer characteris-
tics. Single-dimensional
input. Good renant data.

lateral True oultiloop situation,
Stapleford, side stick lateral control in a tail-

et al and chase. Single-dimensional

r u) rdder pedals input, two-dimensional display.

Longitudinal Extreme ranges of restraint andNagdaleno, 2 side otick, 10 cnrle lmn auset &I spring and inertia 150 conrole-diemensin Ivalues.
,(1,4,) •traint, i~edaeso~lipt

Stabilization of" aircraft
lateral and longitudinal axes

1>24 in both flight and fixed-baseith csimulator. Single-dimensional

(15•) input.
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I. The Circa 1 -y6w A aljtioal/Vorbal Desaz'±bS. Puotion M~odel

a. General de.urblIN flmtion fora. For visual inputs in single-loop

systems the general describing function form for the human pilot is that of
the precision model:

(T-¶ JT++ T) 1+ •lco+

T 00 + 1 1]
e-J•/°° lTNjaa+ 11or ej

For conditionally stable loops the low frequency phase can be an important

feature of the manual control system and an appropriate simplified version

of Eq. 1 is
w+-) )+ 1(2)

YP KP( TLJW + 1 )e 0(r+TN) /)
This form is also adequate for most other systems as well. However, for

loops wherein low frequency performance is essentially unaffected by the

low frequency phase lag term, ei-Ja/, Eq. 1 can be simplified to

(Yi"-T)TIj)O +T1)

In either of Eqs. 2 and 3 the e-JcEN is interchangeable with (TNJW+ 1)
Furthermore) i f aT _< 1 , e-JwT " [(T/2) s- 1 /(T/2) s +m .

b. Adjustment rules

(1) XNqu&Uatiou seleetlon sag adju•• mt. A particular equaliza-
tion is selected from the general form Kp(TLJco +1)/(TIJj+1) such that
the following properties obtain:

(a) The system can be stabilized by proper selection of

gain, preferably over a very broad region.

(b) Over a considerable frequency range in the crossover
region (that frequency band centered on the cros3over frequency,
aU), iYpYcIdb has approximately a -20 db/decade slope.

(a) iY Ycl >>1 at low frequencies to provide good low fre-
quency closeS-loop response to system forcing functions (coniands).

Examples of form selection and basic adjustment are provided in
Table II.
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(2) Iffeotive tim delay. After the appropriat"- equalization
form has been adopted, the net effect in the region of crossover
of high frequency (relative to crossover) leads and lags can be
approximated by rjplacing these terms in Eqs. 1, 2, or 3 with a
pure time delay term, e"-JUGe• The effective time delay, 'e, is
the sum of all the human pilot's pure time delays and high fre-
quency lags less the high frequency leads; i.e.,

Te T T+TN1  + -- Ti (for Eq. 1) (4)

i ¶ + TN - TLhi (for Eqs. 2, 3) (5)

The notation TLhl implies that only those TL's used to partially
compensate for high frequency phase lags (e.g., see Table II) are
involved; otherwise TLh1 = 0. In general Te depends on both the
controlled element dynamics and the forcing function bandwidth.
These dependencies are approximately serial; viz,

Te(Yc , mi) = To(YC) - ATe(W'i) where Are(O) = 0 (6)

(a) Istatia .of To. To can be estimated from the
effective order of Ye in the crossover region using the
data of Table III.

TABLE III

EPmECT OF Yc ON To

Effective dIYcIdbl 10
Yr. inI

"Crssover d In A (eec)
Region (db/decade)

Ie 0 0.33

Kc/jw -20. 0.36

KcI( j)02 -0o 0.52

(b) 1wvmenhal. 'ire a. to twat" fuatim. The portion
of Te givvn by To is all there is to Te when the forcing func-
tion bauxdwidth, uwi, is zero or very small. Asoj is increased,
however, the neuromuscular lag, TN, and/or the equalizer lead,
TLhi, are adjusted to reduce the net lag described by Te. A
first-order approximation for this effect, good for all con-
trolled elements, is

'ATe "* 0.o08 (7)

where ATe is in seconds and wi is in radians/second

10



(3) iossover fr•qiuency, %

(a) kio arossover frequxq, wo. The basic cross-
over frequency for tasks where at is zero or very small,
denoted as oc, is found by adding the phase angle, -Cto,
due to the high frequency phase lag, to that of the con-
trolled element and the previously estimated Yp equalizer
characteristics. Estimates for the basic crossover fre-
quency, a• , and the gain are then made from the conditions
for neutral stability.

(b) % l•fvszanoe preportles

I) ce-- lnapendenoe. After initial adjust-
ment, changes in controlled element gain, Yc, are offset by
changes in pilot gain, Kp; i.e., system crossover frequency,

We, is invariant with Kc•.

2) % --m lndependenoe. System crossover fre-
quency depends only slightly on forcing function bandwidth
with ai < O. 8C~o.

3) regresionli. When a•i nears or becomesgreater than 0N o, the crossover frequency regresses to

values much lower than Co.

.) P ma mrgin adjustmnt v•Lth e. Since •c is
essentially independent of wj, and Are is directly propor-
tional to a4, the system phase margin, %, is directly pro-
portional to uwj. This strong dependence of phase margin on
the forcing function bandwidth is associated with the linear
variation of ATe with wj., and is essentially an alternate
statement of Eq. 7.

a. IMZMI-OO R•

Pursuit behavior is formally distinguished from compensatory by the
addition of the feedforward loop containing the block Ypi and/or the

direct feedback of output via the block Yp, to describe the pilot's

actions. These are shown in Fig. 2. The Ypi operation indicates that

the pilot has full knowledge of the forcing function either directly

or by implication and takes advantage of this knowledge to appropriately

modify his response. The Yp, operation represents a similar kind of

action on the output. Those functions which are typically Lnternl to
the pilot are enclosed by a dashed line in Fig. 2, including the

differential which produces ncm error, e. In the alternative case

where e and m are available, ± may be inferred by the pilot.

11



Fiue 2. SigeAi urutTakn

I _ :- YPe I

Recent experimental activities (Ref. 18) have resulted in a better
understanding of pursuit behavior. One explanation of these results is
that the block operating on the error, Ype, is much the same as the quasi-
linear describing function for compensatory tracking, and that the pilot
does use his additional knowledge of the forcing function to improve his
perforiunce with Ypi" Operations in which Ypm are likely to be generated

have not yet been demonstrated.

The adjustment of Ypj is nearly IYpiYc1 -" 1 over a fairly broad
frequency range. The phase angle of YpIYC "aries from zero somewhat, but
otherwise the action of the feedforward is such as to reduce the error to
zero, and to make the output follow the input closely. That the "proper"
action by the pilot is to approxinmately invert the controlled element is
apparent from the relationships between output, error, and forcing func-
tion, i.e.,

(YpI + YPe)YcI(Jw) + YcNc(JD)M(jw.) -u (8)
1 + YPeYc

(1 -YpiYc) I(JW}) - YcNc(Jw•)

E(jw) - (9)
1 + Ypeyc

If the rezmiant is neglected, the output, M(Jw), will equal the input and

12



the error will be zero when Ypj 1/Yc. In fact, the system becomes nearly

open-loop through the feedforward, with the feedback acting as a vernier

control and as a means of stabilizing the controlled element when needed.

An excellent example of pursuit activity is given in Fig. 3, which

shows the Ypi generated in control of a second-order system with an

unstable divergence. The degree to which the ideal YpiYc = 1 can be

approached in practice is remarkable for the amplitude ratio, although

nowhere near as close in phase.

C. UZLMO0CUIAI SUIITURo

Those aspects of the control force characteristics involvinjg the

pilot's neuromuscular system as a closed-loop actuation system are subtle

and not generally understood. Yet they can be exceptionally important

and critically limiting in such matters as

0 Control precision where limited by the pilot's neuromuscular
system

* Effects of control system nonlinearities, including their
connections with control system sensitivity requirements

Fortunately, recent research on human pilot dynamics (e.g., Refs. 18-26)

has revealed enough about the human pilot neuromuscular characteristics

to allow a ratio,'.al apprusch in considering such factors.

Although the details of t'e human's actuation system for even the

simplest of motions are enormously complicated from a component standpoint,

its behavior for random-appearing visual inputs and spring-restrained

maniptlators can be modeled quite well using the equivalent system of

Fig. 4. The details of the "components" in this system, which amount to

ensembles of neurological sensing, equalizing, and actuating apparatus,

are beyond the present scope (see Ref. 28), although some features are

\iscussed in Section VII-A. The net results of their actions can be

treated, however. These are implicit in the component describing functions

for the elements in Fig. 4. For the spindle ensemble, which provides in

one entity the feedback, a bias adjustment, some adjustable series equal-

izatioti, and the source of one cozmsnd to the system, the describing

function is a lead/lag, i.e.,
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MANUAL CONTAOLLER
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Figure 5. Liml/Hni~pulator Load IDynamies
ror Pi.lot 's NeuromusucuJar (Actuation) System
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w, log scale

Figure 6. ju)-Bode Diagram for Limb/Mi~nipulator Dynamics
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The relatlonships in Eq. 12 show the ftndamental effects of changes in the

nteady-state isomotric tonsion, Pc. If P0 is increased, the high frequency

time constant, T%, is decreased and the low frequency time constant, TMI,

is increased. ID the process, the width of the -20 db/decade portion of

the limb/mnipulator system Bode diagram is increased.

A variation in tension causes major changes in the neuromuscular

subsystem dynamics and, therefort,, in the over-all dynamic behavior of

the humn opierator. The general nature of these changes is indicated for

the y motor neuron command input by the surveys given in Fig. 7. These

surveys neglect the pure time delay, T, within the loop. FlraL, for a

low value of average tension (which is still sufficient to make Gx over-

damped) the closed-loop dynamics are given by

€ ( 1  (T + 1)eO-rY

i ÷ )( s + I) [ 1 a + 1

Then, with an increase in tension the open-loop plot changes to that shown

for high tension. The closed-loop dynuamic are similar in form, but the

location of the poles has changed. The basic outcome of the steady-state

tension increase is to decrease the effective time delay, TN, which is

approximately

Tiq + (aT.)

Accompanying the effective time delay decrease is an increase in the very

low frequency phase lag duc to the shift in I/h. Thus this extremely

simple mechanism models the simultaneous variation of very low frequency

phase lag and effective time delay observed experimentally (Refs. 12, 26).

A similar type of analysis follows for the neuromuscular system response

to an a motor neuron command. The block diagram is that of Fig. 8a. The

transfer characteristics are given approximately by

(aTgs + -1 )e'm

Mc r a + 1)( 02  + 1) [(a'TK) 's + I]

where the P1 or P2 subscripts are left off as not needed in this context.

The numerator time delay, e represents the effective delay in the

stretch reflex loop. The Bode diagram for Eq. 14 is given in Fig. 8b.

18I
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For a closure with increased tension (higher gin) in the limb dynamics,

the crossover for the over-all closed-loop system will occur in a fre-

quency region with a slope of -40 db/decade as shown. Further, to the

extent that

(aTK)' aTK

the m motor neuron command response becomes approximately

+ )(Ts+

T1 1(1 ,,<
OC TI < Iisl <

A0TA -2 -kIa
STs 2

D. Wn=ZLO PZLO MM

The pilot model for multiloop tasks is an extension to the

quasi-linear describing function model for single-loop tasks summarized

above. As used here the term "multiloop" refers to two or more

interacting loops; control tasks involving noninteracting loops are

referred to as "multiple-loop." For example, pitch and bank angle

stabilization in straight and le !l flight is a multiple-loop task, while

pitch attitude and altitude control is a multiloop task.

Multiloop tasks involve, in general, several sensed quantities (e.g.,

pitch attitude and altitude) as well as several different pilot outputs

(e.g., elevator and throttle). The inputs to the pilot may be perceived

by only one of the senses (single modality) or by several (multimodality).

The single-modality case- visual cues only- is discussed in subsection 1

below. Some additional factors which must be considered in the multi-

modality situation- visual and motion cues- are outlined in subsection 2.

Multiloop taE.ks can also be classified according to the level of pilot

activity or perceptive structure. As in single-loop cases, the pilot may

operate at various limits, e.g., compensatorj, pursuit, etc. In fact, it

is possible for the pilot to have a combination of levels, e.g., compensa-

ji tory in one loop and pursuit in another.
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To avoid a lengthy and involved presentation, only compensatory behavior

4s discussed here. The ramifications of pursuit or precognitive pilot

behavior can be inferred from the pertinent single-ioop presentations.

The analysis procedure for a multiloop control task with only visual

cues is illustrated in Fig. 9. The information required at initiation of

the procedure is a description of the basic task or mission and the

environment in which the task is to be performed. These provide the

conmmnd/disturbance structure shown in Fig. 9 and result in the forcing

function specification. Also needed initially is a detailed description

of the vehicle dynamics with any associated stability augmentation.

Possible piloting techniques are determined by combining the command

and vehicle data via the multiloop extension (Ref. 13) to the single-loop

pilot model described above.

The application of the pilot model for multiloop compensatory systems

then allows the analyst to estimate, for given command structures and a

given set of controlled element dynamics:

* Possible competing sets of pilot loop closures.

* Pilot dynamics in terms of the pilot describing
function for each of the loops closed.

"* The closed-loop dynamics, such as the system output
to conasnd input describing function.

" That portion of the closed-loop average performance
due to the pilot's linear operations on the forcing
function. Less accurate estinates can be made for
that portion of the system mean-squared error due
to the pilot's remnant.

• Closed-loop error spectrum, including an estimate
for the effective bandwidth.

* Ratios of crossover frequencies for the various loops
closed by the pilot.

• Relative bandw±dths for each of the loops closed.

In other words, for compensatory systems at least, a great deal of

information about possible system structures, pilot and system dynamics,

and average performance can be estimated.
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P. bbltimods2±ty

The vestibular apparatus comprising the semicircular canals and the

utriculus is probably the most important priimay motion response sensor.

The canals have a basic second-order response to .r'g•alar acceleration

i'hich is highly overdamped and effectively provides a signal p-nportional

to turn rate over the frequency range from 0.1 to 10 rad/sec (Ref. 2!1).

For prolonged turning the signal "washes out" so that spurious sensations

occur when the turning motion stops. The utriculus provides signals pro-

portional to linear accelerations and any washout characteristics it may

have are, not well documented.

The proprioceptive sensors in the neuromuscular system are of

demonstrated importance to the dynamics of the actuator response charac-

teristics. Also, the muscle spindles say be used to generate lead at the

subcortical level. While such effects are important in characterizing

pilot dynamics, they don't seem to be cf particular significance in percep-

tion of motion. A possible exceptiom is the extraocular neuromuscular

system response in nystagmus.

The nystagmic crossfeeds produce involuntary eye motions as a function

of the excitation of the vestibular apparatus. Such motions are known to

be important in disorientations and illusions which result from the

initiation or sudden cessation of large amplitude mneuvers (e.g., Ref. 30)

an.i other flight operations which have no ordinary earthbound equivalent.

Several important motion effects of this nature are summarized in Table IV.

Figure 10 shows a much sa.mplified block diagram of the sensory feedback

and crossfesd paths for visual and vestibular cues (see also Ref. 31).

There are obviously many ways in which the various loops can be closed,

but we will hypothesize that the functions are adjusted so that a "good"

control system is obtained. This hypothesis is consistent with indica-

tions that a well-trained pilot seems always to achieve near-optimum

adjustments of the g r loops under his cognizance. That is, he

picks the same feedhacks and roughly the same gains and (limited) equal-

ization that a competent controls engineer would select. Such an approach

to the block dia(rLam of Fig. 10 is perhaps optimistic in that different
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sensations are involved, the ways in which these "mix" are not quanti-

tatively known, and relatively inflexible crossfeeds are present. Also,

the transfer characteristics of some of the "blocks" my be highly non-

linear or otherwise poorly defined. Nevertheless, systems analyses which

show the potential influence of motion effects while recognizing some of

these uncertainties can at least serve as a useful guide.

N. •TZOONS ON QL-AB-fIWRAE MMEL

The quasi-linear models have a number of important shortcomings.

Those which restrict their usefulness and generality in situations to

which they are normally and quite properly applied are discussed below.

Those shortcomings which make them unsuitable at their current state of

development for describing pilot response in other control situations

are discussed in some detail in Section III, where they are called

"deficiencies."

1. Statl,•tr•ty

The control situation is assumed to be stationary. This implies that:

P The forcý.ug lunctior "s a stationary, random-appearing

process.

0 The controlled element characteristict are time-invariant.

Only time-averaged or statistical properties of the pilot can be

derived because of the random nature of the tracking process.

As a result, the describing function data express his average behavior

over periods greater than at least 5-10 sec duration. The short term

variations in behavior are not represented in that portion of the pilot

model which is linearly correlated with the forcing function.

Sophisticated subjects who have been trained to temporarily stable

performance levels are used in order to enhance the repeatability of

the measurements and to better represent skilled perfonrance in flight

control tasks. These subjects (frequently test pilots) are well adapted

to the control situation, but are not necessarily at their limits of

learning. The learning effect can be treated when necessary (e.g., Ref. 32)

by considering frozen increments in a long term (days to years) learning

process, with each increment a different quasi-linear situation.
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2. Control. Bstegty or Criterion

Subjects in the behavioral measurement programs from which the

quasi-linear models derive were instructed to reduce or maintain system

errors within acceptable (near minimum) bounds. Instructions to the

subject to minimize or constrain other state or control variables can

result in significantly different control strategies and data (Refs. 33

and 3 4).
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towyol Jt tivoled. Tito q~ari-ivmr~z couit.oxt oorvvoi only aik it vorvenilent,

I~n vvk a tit' p'orotn, and It, Is tkt,* intanda U) to u4Wgetit a rthort,-vighted

iarti lli ity with tho nsiV ~ altom l* thAt mcitel. cnly serve"t to Mot~i-

vi~tv more atrotig.Ly the drive ror new atpproaahes andI eolutionas tuocritical

wie.Lvdproblema.

Tito suimnary of new approlaches ill the* form of possible metliodo or

modala3 to relieve deficiencleos in presented in Thble Vt The cilanhifie'ai-

Lion hoadirlgi areO &ssigned according to quasi-li-near model definiencieti

ine Control aituatione

e Structural connections

9 Application

The "cuntrol nittlation" refern to the combination of the system of which

the pilot Is a component and the external. environment within which hie Is

attempting to acc!ompliah a control tauk. Some examples of mninua control

situations corresponding to the theoretical. classifications used inI Table V

are given III Table VI. The "ntructural connection" claSSification rei'ers t~o

mechanisms and informtion flow internal to the piliot. Defictencies cl~assed

according to) "application" relate to known problems ericount~ered inl applying

quasi-linear models to the study of handling qualitie, of manual control.

The nature of the deficiency, be it fundamental or resolvable, is

given in Table V when known. Possible new approaches Io modeling the

phenomenon are given when the deficiency is fundamental. When the

deficiency appears to be resolvable, possible extensions or improvements

to the quasi-linear form are noted, as well as any applicable new methods

or models. The "Remarks" column provides clarification of' the deficiency

and/or amplification of the possible new approaches to the problem.
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The entries in Table V are intended to make it comprehensive, and not

all the deficiencies are capable of correction by new models or methods.

Interest in this report is addressed primarily to models which hold some

promise for alleviation of deficiencies noted by an asterisk in Table V.

TA=LI V1. ZO WW OF OMMBL BITUAT

CCXM~L SITUATION EAPE

Nonstationary forcing Engine failure; discrete gust (shear

function or disturbances or gradient); discrete terrain
feature

Stability augmenter failure; stage
Sudden Yc transition separation of space booster; tran-

sition to visual during IIS approach

Procedural turns; sidestep maneuver;
Patterned responses landing flare and decrab; VTOL tran-

sition; bank-and-stop; etc.

Terminal control: landing; gunnery
Other control strategies runs; dive bombing; orbital rendez-vous and docking; satellite attitude

changes

Nonlinear Yc, constant Satellite attitude stabilizati.on
coefficient with on-off controls

Certain of the Table V model/methods are under active investigation

in other research programs, and these will not be included in this report.

One dxample is the mode-switching model for step transitions in the con-

trolled element dyramics, which is fairly well developed and has been

documented (Ref. 3)). Results of other studies of the effect of' non-

stationarity in the system's dynamics on the pilot's response are given

in Refs. 36 through 47.
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A. DATA TO U MZPUI=

The pilot response characteristics for systems which require low

frequency pilot lead are fundamentally different from those characteris-

tics exhibited in systems which do not need such lead equalization. When

low frequency lead is not present, as, for example, with the controlled

elements Yc = Kc and Yc = Kc/s, the pilot responses are essentially smootl

and uniform when the controlled element gain values, Kc, fall anywhere

within a fairly broad range about the respective optimum gains. Inputs

which have Gaussian amplitude distributions give rise to pilot output

amplitudes which are also Gaussian; and the general character of the

response is akin to that of a constant-coefficient linear system with

occasional very short (about 1/4--1/3 sec) horizontal flat stretches (see

Figs. 11 and 12) which give a discrete appearance to those portions of the

response. Not only does the pilot response qualitatively resemble that of

a linear system, but the describing function portion alone of the quasi-

linear model accounts for more than 8o percent of the total output power.

Also, the adjustments rules are easily and accurately applied to the pre-

diction of describing functions for specific controlled elements and

sufficient remnant data exist to enable a first-order estimate of the

output power due to that component. Consequently, for most engineering

purposes we can be generally satisfied with extant quasi-linear models in

situations not requiring low frequency pilot lead.

We cannot be so content, iiowever, when low frequency lead is needed

to stabilize the system, as with controlled elements which approximte

Y Kc/ 2 or Kc/s,' in the frequency region about the pilot/vehicle system

crossover. Associated with the lead generation is a mrked difference in

the character of the human's output from that exhibited when this lead is

not present. For instance, the pilot's output is more discrete and pulse-

like in nature (see Fig. 1i3), axic the output amplitude distributions are

not. Gaussian. Quasi-linear models are still appropriate to describe the
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gross on-the-average behavior, but leave much to be desired for more

detailed and fine-grained descriptions. The purpose of this section is

to. present models which are attempts to account for more of the fine-

grained detail in the low frequency lead situation.

To be pertinent, the models to be constructed should be compatible

with existing data (e.g., that of Ref. 12). These include:

Amunt of low frequency leamd. The low frequency lead is adjusted such

that the open-loop amplitude ratio IYpYcladb approximates a -20 db/decade

slope over a very wide range of frequencies about crosscver. For second-

order controlled elements the lead is represented in the pilot describing

function by the factor Thjw +1; the value of TL is selected either to

cancel approximately a controlled element lag [e.g., when Yc = Kc/s(TRs +1),

TL = or to be very large [e.g., TLŽ 5 sec for Yc = Kc/S 2 or Kc/S(-a)].

For the latter case, the frequency range available of measurements iE;

insufficient to enable a pure lead, TLjwi, to be distinguished from a lead

factor, .TLJw +1. Similar nearly pure second-order leads, (TLjw)2 , apptar

to be present for Yc = Kc/S3.

Izmsed effe•• ive tlme delay. The "crossover model" represents the

dynamics of single-loop systems by the simplified open-loop describing

function
(e-j CO•ce

YpYc (J(o) " j

it e JCO[0 (Yc L-T (i)J(62 r-,(Y7c) jW (I16)

Herew c has been approximated by wco = n/2to(Yc) as discussed at the top

of page 11. That part, To(Yc), of the effective time delay, Te, which

depends on the controlled element is larger for systems requiring low
frequency lead. Nominally, To = 1/5 sec without and 1/2 sec with (first-

order) low frequency lead.

Amlitude distributions of pilot output. When maximum values of low

frequency lead are present, the pilot's output amplitude distributions

are non-Gaussian. Typically, these are bimodal distributions (Fig. 14)

which reflect the pulsing nature of the output. The degree of bimodality

depends primarily on the particular subject.
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Inazeed iemnt. Other things being equal, when the low frequency

lead is present th- amplitude of the remnant power spectral density is

larger than other'ise.

%tur. of the iiepwas. With near-optimum ccntrolled element gains,

the pilot's output motions appear more discrete and pulselike when large

low frequency leads are present (cf. Figs. 13 and 15).

In the following sections two basically different models for lead

generation are presented. The first starts with the development of a

hypothetical model for the detection of stimulus velocity which is made

plausible by comparison with velocity threshold data. Only the signs of

the velocity so detected are then used as the basis for pulsing output

motions of the pilot. The output motions are, accordingly, similar to

the style shown in Fig. i5. For this model the primary remnant source is

the high frequency output Amplicit in the pulses; secondary sources are

gain variations which result in the distribuLlon of pulse amplitude about

idealized average values, and stimulus velocity &etection time computation

variations. The second model developed operates from stimulus position

rather than rate, an~d uses a store of past stimulus values to create a

differential signal. The differential position signal then triggers an

output pulse which has an area proportional to the stimulus increment.

The output motions here are similar to those shown in Fig. 13. For

simplicity this model is idealized as a constant-rate sampled-data system,

although some random variation in sampling rate is necessary to be compatible

with actual remnant data which do not exhibit the periodicities expected

from constant rate sampling. The remnan~t sources for this model are, again,

implicit in the pulselike nature of the output, any gain variations through-

out, and the random sampling variations. For both models it is convenient

to think of lead generation as a separate channel within the human operator

lying in parallel with the more proportional channels used in control of

Kc and Kc/s-like coxijtrolled elements. The parallel channels join, of

course, at or slightly before the fiinal common path through the neuro-

muscular system.
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I. VKMOCZ'I-8SMING M=DL

1. The Model an a Whole

4'o' t[it. Vt' I.t~y llijUt mL eI o1 ' low 1'reparltivy lenid g ee rv• t l onl, t

11tillian11I Veloilty JI; co~ l tidered t. 1 A f A• l ?Yu. Ildf tEl OV11iLllo'y mc.1ti lit. At

!hv mi t, i ital tntgie O I' the vinklta pi'oceti nel. t,lher the rud io nor thl. •-•eoz•

haive VelocI ty ht" t.nitŽii!a l"Olo tintiullun, bAt. tievte fli sttt4igt t' i't~he r rnI ion nt

t,he optic nerve output o! the eye I t.je I I' t hr-e' are gntig,1 ton e' I [Ls with I

diuch•i'getn whieli are Vi'tJt ;Conn ot' Dtinaulul.l velu¢lt,. Betwecr% ty tc, !h I' C

oehnuor' and the oltic nerve iher,, are both bipolar and horli.aontil oel ILI

which serve aU untmIt, ioz Joci f'or' the disclar'ges frxOm Mil<y rodo. The

enormouu sensing and computing cietity awil fible (I0L rods ntnd t) x 10"

cones converging vin bipolar and hori;sontal celli; ci shii 10( nriglion

cells ifeeding the optic nerve fibers) certainly provideo adequate calacity

for the computation of velocity within the ret.rin itself. The velocities

oo attained wiil, however, incur a penalty in delay. Ao will be vhown in

the next, article, the delay, TI, will depend on the vnritn,'w of' t~ht, .IIput.

velocity. For complex stationary uignals the average delay will depend

on tihe slpatial characteristics of the signal as projected on the retinal

field. For the very simplie model proposed here a signal proportional to

velocity Is not required; Instead, only an indication of the sign of the

velocity, albeit delayed, is needed. This is consistent with the approxi-

mately constant amplitude output pulsen of Fig. 15 (although not with

other operator "styles"). The first, or velocity-sensing stage of the model

then lias input and output characteristics, depicted in Fig. lo in the first

"arid third lines.

In the remainder of the procec: the additional time delays due to

conduction and coding delays in signal transmission and to lngs in the

neuromuscular actuation system will all be represented by a pu-re time

delay, e-")WTA, as the low frequency approximation. The neuromuscular

system portion of this is rzplaced with higher order approximations.

Fi:,Ay, connecting the sensed veloIty signal, sgn (- T), wlth

pilot output, we shall use R simple ga[n proportional t.o the rms

velocity input. The idea]izAd pilot's output will then
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Le tuoxAIr'like I i ature with a mngnltude proportioual to the rms inrput.

velocity and ax±1 crossings which coincide with the sign changes of the

detected velocity. The pilot, output is shown in line 4 of Fig. 16; if

higher order approximations are used for the neuromusculAr system, the

output velocity changes would be ,ccnmp]i.hed with finite accelerations

and velocities, and the sharp corners would be rounded. A block diagram

showing the idealized system is given in Fig. 17.

Visual Processes

e(t) Velocity Sn j.. s -Td) Coordination Neuromuscular W)

Defection Processes Processes t

i-jwTA PilotPilot jW e-JW Td(v) KLfofV e TPlOutpu
StimulusOutput

Figure 17. Block Diagram for Velocity-Sensing Lead Generation Model

The pilot output As a functilvn of time i. given by

c(t + TA) = KLOr sgn vIt - Td(v)J (17)

where e =v is used for convenience. If the stimulus, e(t), is presumed

to have a Gaussian amplitude distribution and if, further, the velocity

detection delay time, Td, is taken as an average value which will be a
2

function of the variance, ov, of the input velocity, then the output can

be written as
c(t + TA) Kipv sgn vtIt - Td(Uv)I (i8)

The Gaussian input describing function between the pilot stimulus, e(t),

and pilot output, c(t), will then be

Yp (Ja,ov) [GiOUie-Jfjd ( )ev)iLe-A (1 )

Velocity Sgn Coordination,distribution function conduction,
and neuro-

muscular

processes

[K LO(.ýj "'JI TA + Tdi Ov)j



Thi~i describing fIwiction has the appropriate form for low frequency lead

generation, and alano exhibits a time delay increase, i.e., Td, over that

(TA) which would be present in a proportional channel. Thus, the charac-

teristic time difference between situations with and without low frequency

lead is accounted for qualitatively.

The constant-amplitude output pulses provided in this model result in

sharply peaked bimodial amplitude distributions. These are compatible with

the outputs generated by some subjects, but by no means all, e.g., compare

Figs. 13 and 1,". The model. as it stands will not, accordingly, be suit-

able for those subjects whose output amplitude distributions arc flatter

or more Gaussianly distributed. To account for these we can use the

constant.amplitude output model as an average characteristic and add a

random fluctuation about this average. For example, an increment, Lc(t),

which is constant for each pulse, independent of all other increments,

normally distributed, and for which the expected value, Ei 2 I, is propor-

tional to av would provide a simple process which could be tailored to

account for less clear-cut and sharp bimodal characteristics. More complex

schemes are also possible.

2. Velocity Detection

The means available within the retina to detect stimulus velocity has

been hinted at above. In this article we shall make the mechanism con-

ceptually more concrete by proposing a very simple model which is made

plausible by comparison with existing data.

The simplified model has two basic levels, as shown in Fig. 18. At

the stimulus end is an ensemble of basic "rec-eptive field sensors," all

impinging on a single ganglion cell. The axon of the ganglion cell is

one of the fibers in the optic nerve. Each "receptive field sensor" is

made up of a variety of rod (and/or cone) cells connected to a single

bipolar cell. This view is similar to that advanced in Ref. 48.

In the simplified model the pilot stimulus is assumed to be woving

across the retina with a constant velocity, v. The illumination from the

stimulus is presumed to be large enough to activate each receptive field

in turn as it passes through that field of influence. If but one action
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potential is generated in a bipolar cell by the encounter of the visual

stimulus with each receptive field, and if the fields served by these

bip )lar cells are separated on the average by a distance d, then the net

input to the ganglion cell will be approximately

xr(t) = 5(t) + 8(t-_) + ... + (t_-E) +

N

£ (tfln) (20)n=O

Here each action potential is represented by a delta function and the

voltage scales are normlized on a per unit action potential basis. If

all the action potentials are assumed to have equal weights, and if,

further, the effective weighting function of the ganglion cell to an

individual action potential input is wg(t), then the subthreshold electric

potential in the ganglion cell due to the activity of its associated

sensory and bipolar cells will be

Xg(t) = t Wg(T)Xr(t- T) dT

N [)t d 1
= f g dT (21)

Nv
N - w e t - )u (t - nd)

n=O

The genera!-. --?!.rnce cf the subthreshold pouentials will look like those

shown in Fig. 19, where Tg is a representative time constant of the ganglion

cell's weighting function. In Fig. 19a the time interval between the

stimulis exciting receptive field ( and that exciting receptive field 0

is large relative to the time constant of the ganglion cell. The resulting

ganglion cell potential is then a sequence of well-separated weighting

function responses to each of the sensory action potenttals 4.n sequence.

Because the maximum value of the weighting function is subthreshold, the

ganglion cell will not discharge and the visual event i• recorded only in

the local potential and in the underlying action potentials of the rods

(cones) and the bipolar cells, and nowhere farther downstream. On the

other hane, when the time between receptive field discharges is of the

same order or smaller than the gnglion cell time constant, as in Fig. 1Ab,
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a) >> Tg

I

b) d T

Figure 1(. Bipolar Cell Subthreshold Potentials

par': of the activity of fields 0 and 0 are sunmmed with that. of

field 0, etc., to create a ganglion cell potential greater than the

weighting funetion maximum. When this summation potential is equal to

the thresholci of the ganglion cell, the cell will fire. This passes onr

to higher centers the itaformation that an object with velocity above a

certain ,-alue has appeared ±n the field of view 6erved by the ganglion

cell and it- associated lower level sensory aid bipolar cells. Arrve 1he

threshold thee g~uglion cell pulse rate will presumably be proprorlional to

the rate of Errl-al of bipolar cell action poterjLiaIf;, thereby provliding

some indication of the msgnitude as well as the i resenjoe of the Inlput

To obtain a m~thetaitical descriptior of this proccos we sloll ulr ive

below an approximate •xy res.slon for ganglion cell potern•al d4e tu, the

input stimulus. Then for the condition where th,- ell potet, ti 1 %u

,6?



barely exceeds its threshold we can connect the input velocity with

detection time. The first step in this process is to approximate th(

ganglion cell weighting function, wg(t), as a first-order exponential

response such as that shown in Fig. 20, and then further approximte

1.0

Wg(t) I- t/To

0.5-

0

2Tg 3Tg

Figure 20. Approximate Bipolar Cell Weighting Function

this by the simple triangle, i.e.,

wg(t) e-t/Tg

• tTI -0 t < Tg (22)

Tg

"-0 elsewhere

When the triangular approximation is used, only the N pulses in an inter-

val, Tg, need to be considered in the summation. Then over an interval,

Tg, the cell potential will be approximately

wgt nd u( d)•)+ (--v)ut d

(t) + [ tTV11 (t - _](d + [ ( - LL u Ld

T 9 ____ ndT\

[1 v t (23)

r - T'g I T) )

Li



where N is the largest integer in the Tg(v/d). In a somewhat different

form the ganglion cell potential will be

t d

Tg v

2 2t + d/v d < t < 2d
Tg Tg v v

3t 2_ <t<

Tg Tg+ ' V- V

Tg Tg 2 '

xg(t) (24)
4 _ 4t +- 6d/v C < t < 4da

Tg Tg v v

(N+I) -(N+1)t +d/v N(N+ I) Nd < t < Tg
STg T Tg 2 7 - -- 9

The waveform is a complex sawtoothlike shape as illustrated in Fig. 21.

Xgl(t)

O d 2d T
V T9

Figure 21. Illustrative Swumation of Bipolar Ce..I.i
Triangular Weighting Functions

t4X



The various local maxima corresponding to the tooth tips are given by

xg(t)] 1 (+ n)(1 - 1ndv]n t

d

I + (Tgj)F][1 -2L ] (25)

or, changing the variable to t' = t/Tg and letting a = Tg(v/d),

= (i + ct') (1 - t') (26)

If C. _< 1/2, Xg(t')]MAX is a monotonically decreasing function, so the

velocity cannot be detected if more than one spike needs to be summed in

the ganglion cell to trigger it.

If the threshold of the ganglion cell is equal to a, then the normal-

ized detection time, T', will be such that xg(T') Ž a. The minimum detectior.

time will occur when this inequality is an actual equality, and then

xg(Tl) = a = (I + cLTA)(1 - -- Tl) (27)

The solution for normlized detectio.n time is

TA - a- 1/2[ 1- - 2| (28)

If the roots of the quadratic are real and widely separated, they are

approximately

S (a-1/2) ,d 2 ,a (29)

Only the first answer depends on the threshold, which is an obvious

requirement for &. solution, so it is the one accepted. Converting, now, to

fn inngular velocity, Q., by tntroducing the lens-to-retina distance, m, and
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converting back to real time, the detection time becomes

I ~2Tg3(a- I )

Td = TdIgg = -Tg - 1/2)
(TgV/d - 1/2Tff/d (3°)

or, if -L is considered to be much larger than 1/2,

Td 2 (a- 1)d/m (31)

or

Td$ " 2(a-1) d = Constant (32)
m

This implies a hyperbolic relationship of detection time with input

velocity for constant-velocity inputs.

Experimental data which support the hyperbolic detection time velocity

variation can be drawn from Ref. 49. In tests reported there the subjects

were required to identify the direction and time of recognition of the

motion of a target light relative to a reference light. The experiments

were conducted in a planetarium environment with a star background; the

reference was one such star and the object a similar light -spot with a

known initial position relative to the reference. The test chamber was

dark except for the obiects projected on the inside wall of the planetarium.

These consisted of 10o simulated stars of approximately fifth magnitude

plus the moving cbJect which was slightly brighter than the background

stars. The subjects were all dark-adapted, and each subject used a stop-
watch to measure the time he required to detect object motion. The experi-

mental variables included different object separations and directions.

Figure 22 shows the results of one series where simple left/right motion

was used. The angular velocity is plotted against the average recognition

time, Tr, for the six subjects. The initial separation distance for these

data was about 20 (31 mraO.) and the difference between mr~ion to the right
cr ]eft was insignificant. Other experiments with different initial separn-

llo.u; ,mi•r/or directions showed that in generrl both separation and motion
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Figure 2, Veloeity Detection Threahold as Function of 0bject Motion

direction effect the results, but, the same general trend of angular

velocity versus recognition time was present.

A linear fit. is appropvriate tu the data of Fig. 22, which on these

uoordinates indicates a hy•ierbolic variation. A second curve is also

fitted to take into account the experimental observation that recognition

time did not change fov' speeds greater than 1 .6 mrad/sec. The exact

locttion of thiF asymptote and the variation and form of transition

between constant recognition time and the inverse variation cf recogni-

tion time with angular velocity is not too well defined, so an elementary

form is used for simplicity. The empirical data are then summarized by

Trn 1.8 x 10-3 , < 1.6 x 1075 rad/se )

or ()
,2
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I-li T&,'~ -' ootAit, o!uznaterALeno of the nimi i1£ Ci'd ye I o'1t~y de t.ect ion1 mtode

One ut' the Imil 0IvIint itef'icienciez in' t~he cxIst-ing %initAi ioi Lhat only

("'1111t~uit. voe1Ul'I ieu have tlean Ounvidered. 1If the lit'iflkulun mtovemenlt iv

vinuLIuidAl. or ijundurn, the eff'ective time delay fur detection will be quitei

diffVerent. f'rom that. developeod. If, however, t~he Limple inoje I preuented

in tauied ans the bna~iv, ek utitiuoidal motiun, 1'or example, can lie applied

kit,. the itipuL and the output of the bipolar cell ontizmitted. This output

can then be reaolved into a F'ourier serieut rind an average detect~ion time

defined on the basis of' the phase shift between the fundamental and the

stimulus ainusoid. The calculation is quite involved Find also requires

an estimate for T9, the typical time constant of the ganglion cells. To

avoid this an approximate scheme in which the constant-velocity data can

be used directly is indicated. What we shall do in to replace the sinu-

void by an equivalent square wave *for which the slnusol,d is the fuiidamental.

On this basis the equivalent velocity will be

x1neq, (55)

An average recognition time for the sinusoidal input would then be comn-

p~uted iising thiEs S1eq for f? in Eq. 55 or ýV4.

In the different~ial stimulus diLpiaceme(nt model for low frequency

lead generation,, the stimulus displacement, e, is considered to be the

f'undamental sensed entity. The bases for lead generntion are computa-

tlorns using present and a store of past stimulus values to create a

differential signal. The differential displacement ,;Ignal thei triggers

an output pulse which has an area proportionial to the differential

stimul-ur increment.

Examination of Fig. 15 makes plausible the statemenit that the pilot

output pulses are composites of one or more elementary pukbes, each

having a w~dth of about 1/1s sec. In the simpplest idealization of the
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pilot, uutput tityle Lypified by Fig. 1 •, the elementary pulse widths Are

ascumed cunadtant, t~hertby requiring pulse amplitude variations to achieve

a pulne output area proportionil to the stimulus increment.

A zero-order hold sampled-data system afferc %: -ipropriate starting

.. tno mpounn fo':r the P'LPn tc•r'- -t1e nulsi1ikk a In tho

output. Ideally, for simplicity this model would involve constant-rate
sampling. Similar considerations to these led to earlier versions of

constant-rate sampled-data models for human operators (Refs. 50-52.)

From the look of Figs. 11- 1 •, this could be made a reasonable approxima-

tion for a few seconds, at least for this subject and manipulator. The

remnant for a constant-rate sampled-data system excited by a sum of sinu.

soids should exhibit periodicities at oth. r than the forcing function

frequencies. Since this is not observed )n run lengths of 20 sec or

greater, some variation in sampling rate is necessary if' a sampled-data

model in to be compatible with existing r,mnant data. A random variation

in sampling rate begets effects similar to a randomly varying time delay

(Ref. 53), which is, in turn, a major likely source of remnant (Ref. 12).

As shown in Ref. 54, only a small random fluctuation in an otherwise

constant-rate sampling is needed to modify sharply peaked output spectra

to smooth and continuous poder spectral densities. So, although we shall

use a constant-rate zero-order hold sampling system as the basis for the

differential displacement model, it must be anderstood that this is an

oversimplified idealization and that a random variation in sampling rate

is actually present. Besides the time-varying sampling rate, the main

remnant source for this model is, again, implicit in the pulselike nature

of the output.

Based on these introductory commients, the block diagram of Fig. 23

illustrates a constant-rate sampled-data system suitable for approximate

generation of first-order low frequency lead. Just as with the velocity-

sensing model, the neuromuscular and coordination processes are over-

simplified to a pure gain and time delay. The transfer function of this
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aystem is

= ) e-.Ts KLe-TAs

First-order First-difference Coordination
hold computation and neuro-

muscular
processec

4K e TA T)z
Le slnh2 Ts

s 2

In the frequeiicy domain this becomes

C KLe-jw(TA +T) n 2  (7w• Jw sinh2 2 (37)

ELaj jW2

For frequencies less than 91&out I/T, the describing function is approxi-

mately [using sinh2 x = (x+ x3/3'+ x5/l• + ... )2 " x2 , for x < 1/21.

C : . KLT2(,)j)e-J (TA+ T), ca 1 (53)

This system generates low frequency lead at the expense of an additional

increment in time delay. Thus it exhibits behavior qualitatively com-

patible with that required for low frequency lead generation.

To compute the appropriate incremental time delay for Yc = Kc/s 2 over

and above that for the Yc = Kc/s situation (for which To " I/3 sec), we

must first recognize that the analog pilot for Yc = Kc/S will be that

shown in Fig. 23 without the difference computation element. The analog

14lot transfer function for the Yc = Kc/s case is then

-(
2 KL +T/2)s ThT (3)

L- e- Tins nh
2

1)6



or, as a frequency domain describing function for af 1

C K Te-j(TA +T/2) RI < (4
E (jco) LI P dl

Comparison of Eqs. 38 and 40 indicates that the difference in effective

time delay between the Yc = Kc/s and '1c = Kc/s 2 analog pilots is just

T/2 sec. As already observed from the traces in Figs. 11- 15, the mini-

mum increment of the flat horizontal discrete portions of the output

traces ib t I -' I/z see. TT.•ng this as fl-' .stt.$mte for the

sampling period, T, then the incremental time delay associated with the

generation of low frequency lead will be approximately 1/6 see. This

compares extremely well with the difference previously noted in Subsec-

tion A on data to be explained.

A major possible deficiency with this model is its generation of

Gauss'an output amplitude distributions when the input is Gaussian. Thus

the output amplitude distributions will not be of the bimodal form typi-

fied by Fig. 14. On the other hand, the amplitude distributions of the

output time responses for the Fig. 13 subject are probably not bimodal.

There are gross variations in style from subject to subject, as exempli-

fied by comparison of Figs. 13 and 15, which will be reflected in the

amplitude distributions.
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R8IONz V

A. n13ODUCTION

The simplest nonstationary control situation is one in which a highly

trained, but nonalerted, subject operating a constant-coefficient linear

controlled element in a compensatory system is confronted with a random.y

occurring step input. In spite of the simple circumstances, the over-all

behavior is complicated when a variety of controlled elements is considered.

The skilled operator's output is peculiar to each controlled element form.

The system response is, hcwever, less variant in that it tends to duplicate,

after a time delay, the forcing fwiction. Thus, the system output to a anit

step forcing function shown in Fig. 24 is typical This operator response

can be analyzed by considering the three phases separately. When described

in terms of a block diagram which relates stimulus to response, each temporal

phase can be conceived of as having a different system organization. The

block diagram structure indicates the dynamics of' the association uewteen the

pilot's response and the actual or effective inputs which he is operating on

to generate that response.

Forcing Function System Responsej / I

Time Delay Error Reduction Phase
Phase Rapid Response Phase

Figure 24. Typical System Step Response

For tracking random inputs with occasional step inputs, a dual-mode

model of the operator is appropriate. The basic structure of the model

is given in Fig. 2. The quasi-linear steady-state path is the one used

for tracking random inputs, while the feedforward element operates on the



Feedforward
Element

i e H Quasi-Linear Controlled m04 Steady-State Eeeti • •

Model €

Figure 25. Structure of the Dual-Mode Model

random-occurring step inputs. The basic structure also incorporates mode

switches for the two pathways. In terms of the three temporal phases the

successive action structures of the dual-mode model are:

0 Transition from quasi-linear mode to feedforward mode,
corresponding to the time delay phase

* Patternea feedforward response, corresponding to the rapid
response phase

* Quasi-linear mode, corresponding to the error reduction
phase

The duration of the time delay phase has some minimum value, and its

unimodal distribution is skewed to the right. The time delay, Ts, is gen-

erally longer than the steady-state effective time delay, Te, in tracking.

In particular,
S= + Td (41)

where Ts is the time delay phase duration, Te is the effective time delay

in steady-state tracking, and Td is the decision time. During the deci-

sion time the operator makes the pertinent decisions regarding the shape

and magnitudes of the feedforward response. At the end of the time delay

phase the feedforwai'd element generates the proper response to the step

input command, giving the rapid response phase. At the end ol this period,
the error is smxl and the operator switches to a quasi-linear tracking

mode in the error reduction phase.
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to complete Itc, reaponse befor, Lthe niext, samplo lai taken, 1"ivirul y, tnt'
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0.1 5 see while waitingj, and S3witches to a sMpliuM11 period of' 0.,5 uie
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then vosinto tile V0'uxCe IrVI)graifier . r[.l 0 rce [Wr irtui lituu tui r-lowain

representation obtained bY letting z. - v .~.
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of pulses, CL* shown in Fig. )H, when thle first, pulve In e* arvive,,.. Tile

force program pulses produced by subsequent samples of tile error tire showui
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Figure •'. Force Progmm Response to Step Error

equallh~ation contali., high rrequeney lagt, that are not dhown for .1mplicity.

It I & shown earlier Wi the roport that the pilot output-tu-ac transt'r 1'urcC

tion (i.e., the neuromusoular system dynamics) is approximately given by

(Ti Ke-I )(Tý a+

For a sampling period of 0.3 sec In the saapler, the effective neuromuscular

syati.m d•ynamics have a transfer 1unction of the form K/sc to a first

approximation; that is,

S, K0  K (•4h )
- 1 where Km Kli

The Ref. ) force programier model is adequate only for pure gain controlled

elements and works best for step inputs only. Elkind, Kelly, and Payne in

attempting to incorporate the force program concept of Lemay and Westcott

into the Ref. 42 model make the further ass,'i~tion that the time to corn-

klt the force program remaini the same for various controlled element

Wages in addition to Yc - Kc. To !... isfy this assumption, we allow, as

they do, for an equalization of the form (as3 + bs 2 + es + d), as shown in

Fig. 27, whose coefficients are then adjusted to give an effective (m/4.)



. (na + 4 o + d)(_T),Yc ,,

K

Thit will produce a ueri•s of control actionti by operating or o which

will accompllih the riae time phmee stick deflection in one sampling

interval. The actual signals predicted by the modiel of Figs. '1 ald .,7

are auwmarized it. Fig. *.j Vor various cont.rolled elements. The required

equalization coefficients tu arrIve at Eq. Jo,, art, oztmnarlzed in Table V1..

TAKIE VII

REQUIRED EQUALIZATION

CONTROLLED ELEMENT, Yc EQUALIZATION COEFFICIENTS

Kc ................... d # 0 , a - b c - 0
KCIs ................. c 0o , a ,nb =d = 0
K 1/S ................ b O , a c ,d -0

Kc/S3 ................ a • 0 , b = c d = 0

It is clear from Fig. P) that the step response is completed by

t 0.45 ee, when the next sample of the error is taken by the impulse

modulator. Thus, the error is zero and the sampled-data feedforward

returns to a waiting status. Note that the stick deflection curves

(c) of Fig. 29 bring forth the principal assumption of this model that

the time to complete the force program is the same for all Yc, resulting

in the various peculiar shapes for the stick def'±ections. However, when

Yc = Kc this model produces a bang-bang mc signal to the neuromuscular

system which correlates with the successive firing of the agonist and

antagonist muscles to accomplish a rapid ballistic-like hand motion.

The above relationship does not hold for controlled elements of a higher

order, and hence the merit of the analogy is rather limited.
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Iflay I hg expia ilned the ex I t i tig, suimpled-data mndel, i L• .1al ievt fteatulrt.e

art • wr rk t'd in Table Vill. Note that the delay tUme di ltributl.on o•'

the proposed iamphld-data model i s reetamiular and tull '•fly dI i stri bIuted

between 0.11, and 0.5uM sec , in contriust with past data which Ind I .ate a

zneai-Gauissi, n dl:.tribution of the inverst, time delay. This Is the major

piece of' exi.tAng evidence that tht- moiel presented above did not explain

at the time of' Its genesis.

TABLE VIII

GLA,=RY OF MODEL PREDICTIONS

TIME TO
CONTROLLED COMPLETE

FORCE SIHAPE OF STICK DEFLECTION RESPONSE

PROGRAM
Xc (STICK)

S0Second-order response
Kc 0.15 sec :to step

-.- 4 .15 age

Kc/s 0.15. sec : Triangle

K,/s 2  0.1l5 sec _%.. : Double pulse

Keis3 0.15 sec• : Impulse train

C. !NW ECPWMMTAL DATA AND CONC•ISIONS

With the intent to confirm or modify the hypothesized sampled-data

model of Figs. 26 and 27, step response data for various controlled

elements and differing magnitude step inputs were obtained. Sample

P step responses for Yc= Kc,Ki Kc/s, ls and S'•c/S" are presented in
r• Fig. 3Oa, b, c, and d, respectively. For eakeh controlled element the

value of the gain, Kc, was picked Dn tite hasis of best pilot opinion

rating for the overall system.

The important step response parameters are obtained by averaging[

data extracted from several runs; these are tabulated in Tablie IX. The

comments regarding shape and nature of the control are given in the last
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column o(' Table IX and are discussed later in the section. However,

certain basi c di fferences between the hypothesized sampled-data model

and experimental results become apparent on inspecting Tables VIII and

IX and the sample step responses of Fig. 30. These differences are

presented in Table X for ease of comparison.

In the light of the new data, the principal error in the hypothesized

model is seen to be the assumption that the time to complete the force

program is a constant for all Yc" Unfortunately, this is a key assumption,

aid its discard implies that the hypothesized sampled-data model is

inappropriate for controlled elements other than pure gain.

D. A NEW DUAL-MD! CONTROLLE ZCDBL

An important aspect obvious from the step response data is the bang-

bang nature of the stick deflection control movements. This property Jnads

us to the pertinent problem of optimality of the operator and his related

performance indices. One explanation is that the operator is optimal or

suboptimal relative to the minimum time criterion. Consider an nth order

single input-single output control system with jc(t)j <_ M, where the scalar

M may represent either a physical limit on the stick deflection or more

likely an implicit restraint imposed by the operator for the given situa-

tion. In any case, it represents a magnitude constant on the control

input. For i(t) = constant, the time optimal control has the following

properties:

"* The control c(t) is bang-bang, i.e., c(t) a *4 or -M4.

"* There are at most (n-1) switchings (i.e., 4M to -+1 or
vice versa) for systems with n real eigenvalue2.

"* The switching logic is dependent on the order of tV.e
controlled element. In general, the switching surface
is a nonlinear function of the state veriables.

"* For a given initial condition of the state variables,
there is one unique control c(t).

For the problem at hand, there is a specific type of initial condition

of the -ystem state vector, namely:

e(O) = input height
4(o) o 0

The terminal state is the -riiin.



TABLE X

HYPOTHESIZED MODEL PREDICTIONS VERSUS EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

MODEL PREDICTIONS EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1. Delay Time

Model predicts a uniform Data indicate a different

distribution for the delay time mean delay time, for each Yc,

between 0.15 sec and 0.30 sec with low variance.

for all Yc"

2. Time to Complete Force Program

Model predicts a constant Data show that the time to

time of 0.15 sec, for all Yc, to complete the force program

complete the force program. increases monotonically with the

order of Yc"

3. Shape of Stick Deflection

The stick deflection is pul-

satile:

a. Step change for Yc = Kc. a. Step change for Y, Kc,

b. Triangular pulse for b. Rectangular pulse for
Yc = Kc/s. Yc Kc/ .

c. Double rectangular pulse c. Same as for model.
(plus-minus) of equal
amplitude and pulse uidth
for YC = Kc/s 2 .

d. Train of three impulses d. Three pulceot of aitternat-
(pluo-miniis-plus) for ing sigzu;. The width of'
Yc Kcl// '. the middle pulse IL

ai;. roxiimtely tAi~ice tivht
ut' the 1'irt;t ahid thilrd

Etc. , lle, . P Ittrti. , .I ude
IL I~roxIzmitely cOv|L~trnt
!'or hre t .uhirt



In order to measure the degree to which the available step response

with c(t)ý ;,M data is time-optimal, certain invariep-ce conditions, one

for each controlled element, are obtained by solving a two-point boundary

value problem. These are stated and described in Table XI without

presenting their derivation; thus, let

Tc = time to complete the force response (i.e., duration
of the stick response correction for step inputs)

M = average absolute amplitude (for each Yc) of the stick
response assuming it to oe bang-bang with equal
positive and negative amplitudes

A = input height

Kc = controlled elemert gain

(")o = time optimal value of the parameter in parenthesis

The conditions are:

TABLE XI

INVARIANCE CONDITIONS FOR TIME OPTIMALITY

CONRO D ELEMT, Ye INVARIANCE CONDITION
FOR TIE OPTIMALITY

S............................ A/K c

Yc/S ......................... (TeM)o = A/lK

K I/s ........................ (T0M1/2) 0  = 2(A/K1 2)1/2

i/s3 ........................ .(T M 1/3) 0  = ( i/K )1/5

Assuming a wide band neuromuscular system response, the ideal time-optimal

step response character for differing controlled elements is shown in

Fig. 31. Note that the smoothing effect of the neuromuscular system would

round off the corners In the Fig. 31 responses yielding results similar to

that in Fig. 30. Ncte further that the control movement starts after the

end of the delay time phase, and time optimality pertains to that period

of control only. Finally, in Table XII we present a comparison of the

actual data to the optimal.

On the basis of the comparisons in Table XII, it may be safely

concluded thAt the stop response behavior of operators is nearly
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TABLE XII

TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS FOR STEP INPUTS;
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

CON- DEGREE
TROLiL INDEX FOR T'I OPTIMALITY OF TIME
ELEMNT Invariance O OPTI-

Yc Condition Optmal Expt. MALITY*

Kc= 2.86
A

KC = A (M)o (M)e

(Tc)o = 0 8/7 0.4 0.36 10

10/7 0.5 0.40 20

Kc =7.1

A (T0 M)o (TcM)•

KC/A (TCM)c --- 6/7 0.120 0.130 8.34

8/7 o.161 0.146 8.10

10/7 0.201 1 0.178 11 .45

Kc = 14.3

/ 2 A (TM1/2)0 (TcM1/2)e
IS 2  6/7 0.490 o.488 o.41

8/7 3.564 0.568 0.71

10/7 0.632 0.707 11.8

Kc = 3.6

(.._A l/3 A (TcMi/3)o (TcM 1/'3)e
Kc/s 5  (TcMI/3)o= K:) 8/7 2.17 2.04 6

/0___ _! 10/7 2.33 2.40 3

Percent error Optimal - experimental X 100
Optimal

**(")e = value of the parameter in parenthesis

from experimental data



time-optimal. Variations in the switching logic appearing in actual data

do not affect the terminal zero error condition substantially, but do

affect terminal error rate and acceleration. Perhaps the operator

strategy is to reduce e, 6, ... , e('n-) to small values rather than

to try and make these exactly zero. The operator resorts to quasi-linear

steady-state control behavior once the error phase trajectory enters the

region near the zero state. Another explanation for the suboptimal con-

trol may be that the operator trades off time optimality to minimize some

other secondary performance index. It is also worth noting from Table IX

that the stick amplitudes and pulse durations for different controlled

elements seem to be roughly the same. This may be the reason for selecting

the particular controlled element gains on a "best" pilot opinion rating

basis.

In conclusion, a time-optimal control model is one possible idealization

for the feedforward step response path of the dual-mode, mode-switching

model for the operator. The complete model is presented in Fig. 32, as

one explanation of available data. The quasi-linear path is the usual

operator describing function for compensatory steady-state tracking of

random inputs. The feedforward parallel path represents the control plus.

decision model of the operator in response to step inputs. The nonlinear

error sensing blocks in Fig. 32 automatically route the error signal

through the appropriate channel based upon whether e < eT (eT is some

threshold magnitude of error).

The control logic for each different controlled element and as a

function of the error state e [e=col (e, 6, ... )] is given in Table XIII

for time-optimal response. Note that M, the constraint on the control

input, is some function of the step input height, contrclled element

gain, and its order.

The decision logic model behaves like a function switch (FSW) and

accounts for the initial increase in the time delay (beyond that due

to quasi-linear tracking) in response to a step input. The neuromuscular

command used by the operator seems; to be Yc input rather than ac"
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TAH1E X1.11

CoNTRkoL 1)xGIC F()R VAR1IAU CONTROLLED ELEMENTS

CONT'RO•ZD FLEMENT CO WTROL I .OGTIC

C ............. (A/MKC)e(t)

K,/* ........... e(t)
K•,• ...... + * V'I•I•I sgn e]

w ~. -1 r'or [• : (>0)•!I
& 1 for et e<0

(Ref. -57)

The model of Fig. 32 should thus serve as one possible explanation
of operator behavior in response to random plus step inputs.

1. OONCW3IONS

The proposed model is a first step towards evolving composite

operator models, good for both random and transient inputs. Indeed,,
it is an idealization; so with this in mind, future experiments mtvat

be directed to ver ifying its optImality and sensitivity. Other perfor-

mance indices may be tried to see if the given system is relatively

optimal with regard to them. This way, one may be able to show that

operator control is perhaps not so sensitive to variations in performance

criteria.

7)
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A. TIM SUCC6ZV 0MNTZATZ0Z OF MP3CTION TUMR

The human attributes of' multimodal sensory perception, multimode

output behavior, and judgment and adaptability to the received inputs,

outputs, wad error lead to an enormous number of possible control loop

structures for any given situation. Through higher order processes, such

as judgment and memory, the pilot can evolve and modify his performance

criteria, select relevant inputs, decide between competing control loop

structures, and optimize his fine-grained behavior with respect to several

criteria. To cope with this kaleidoscope of possibilities, the theory of

Successive Organization of Perception (SOP) was evolved (Ref. 58). This

theory postulates possible interpretations and organizations of the input

data, and the establishment of the appropriate internal system organiza-

tions so that the information may be exploited for effective control.

On the one hand, SOP theory can be viewed as explaining the various

modes of human pilot behavior observed in particular situations. On the

other, this theory can serve as a tool for the pilot/vehicle system analyst

by providing the set of rules for selecting the mathematical pilot model

appropriate to a particular situation. This latter use of the theory is

that which concerns us here.

The necessity for SOP theory in the model selection sense is only

now beginning to develop. However, as human pilot behavior becomes better

understood, and hence more behavioral modes become amenable to mathematical

moleling, rules for model selection will assume much greater importance than

they do at present. Current rules for model selection are almost entirely

qualitative. Because the over-all family of pilot models may be expected

to grow substantially in both numbers and complexity, the eventual necessity

of an orderly quantitative model selection scheme would seem tc be necessary

for routine application of these pilot models.
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It appears, however, that an all..out effort to develop such a quanti-

tative model selection scheme would be premature at this time. What does,

at present, seem warranted is a summary of the techniques which might be

used to formulate the selection scheme, and the development of' some exem-

plary application of the technique. The purpose would be to provide a

framework to encourage development of quantitative criteria for model

selection. A very limited number of' existing quantitative criteria (for

the most part pertaining to the quasi-linear pilot describing function for

use in the visual modality, single-loop compensatory tracking of a narrow

band random input situation) could be fitted to this framework now. To

approach the ultimate goal of an "automatic" selection scheme more closely

than indicated above, for example, by constructing a detailed decision

process algorithm, is just not consistent with the present state-of-the-

art in either human pilot modeling or SOP theory.

The question thus arises, "Should we attempt to construct an interim

set of model selection rules which will be only partly quantitative?" The

answer seems to be "yes" for at least two reasons. First, an interim effo:

will provide a well-organized procedure which will assure that a reasonabli
S~complete, albeit largely subjective, set of criteria is considered in

selecting appropriate pilot models for pilot/vehicle analysis. This organ

ized procedure would eliminate some of the artistic flavor presently assoc.

ated with the model selection process in the mind of the working engineer.

The second reason recommending an interim effort arises from the detailed

complexities that will accompany the programming of the ultimate "automatif

selection scheme. The complexities are precisely those of exposing the

logical decision processes used by the knowledgeable human analyst in

selecting a model. The success of the programming depends on being able t(

"ask the right questions." That is, to formulate a set of hypotheses as tc

how the analyst selects the model. It does not matter that some hypothesis

may be incorrect, since there are techniques of varying sophistication for

eliminating incorrect lypotheses (see, for example, Ref. 59). What is

important is that the set of hypotheses includes as a subset the "correct"

hypothesis. It appears that the only way hypotheses may be introduced is

by external statement. Here the experience of the human analyst plays an

important role. It is important that the stated hypotheses be the result
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of informed judgment and not pure guesses for efficiency in hypothesis

testing.

In the following we shall review the highlights of SOP theory, and
then proceed to speculate on models which imitate the SOP process itself.
These models will be suggestive of a sequential decision process.

The essential stages in the SOP learning sequence are shown in Fig. 33,
and are described below (after Ref. 58):

gcq satoi, (Fig. 33a). Vhe pilot is given, or pays attention,only to the error (input minus output) characteristics repre-sented by YPe"

NnUt (Fig. 33b). The pilot perceives both the input and out-put (and, hence, error). 'He uses any predictable aspects of theinput (represented by Ypj), as well as the learned characteris-tics of his proprioceptive sense of control motions, Ypp, and thecontrolled element, YPm' to operate in some "optimum" maimer onthe input with a compensatory vernier correction operation on the
residual errors, YPe"

Peomtv (Fig. 33c). The pilot perceives the input andrecognizes (or chooses) a perfectly predictable pattern. Hisselected response is subsequently preprogrammed or open-loop
for large intervals of time.

The block diagrams of Fig. 33 are suitable to represent not only the pilot's
progression to, or regression from, higher levels of internal system organ-
ization in a given situation, but also grossly represent the possible
loop structures when different levels of display information are provided.

For example, in early stages of training a pilot will operate mainly
on the perceived error (i.e., in a dominantly compensatory manner) even
if the output and input are both displayed, as in a pursuit-type instru-
ment. Conversely, even with a compensatory display (error only), if the
input has a definite pattern, leading to a corresponding pattern in his
required control actions which he can perceive, perhaps only subconsciously,
then he can structure a loop based on this proprioceptively sensed control
action to provide a self-generated "input," ip, to generate most of the
required control movement. This progression to an internally organized
pursuit mode, given a pure compensatory display, is represented in
Fig. 35b by switching to ip via the Ypp loop. After much training, the
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pilot can even close his eyes, thus opening the YPe loop and operating

solely on his learned response pattern. Thus, given some pattern, or
"coherence," to the input, he can actually progress to the precognitive

mode for short intervals with only a compensatory display! This will be

illustrated later, but the key point is that the Success.ive Organization

o•f Perception theory describes the humn pilot's construction, via internal

organizational changes, of a succession of perceptual inputs which

0 Are equivalent to more elaborate displays than those from

which the stimuli were obtained

0 Induce background or references not physically present

* Make highly efficient use of any coherence in the presented
stimuli

The SOP theory leads to an understanding of both the progressive and

the regressive control behavior during training, transfer, stress, equip-

ment failures, etc., and it offers a unifying approach to the display

problem.

Before proceeding it is appropriate to expand upon the modeling process.

First, there are two general types of mathematical modeling activity

which cnn be described as:

D deeg'jtý models. These models need have no direct structural
analog in the process, but are intended to codify measured data
more efficiently and to permit prediction within the explored
ranges of variables. Models of this type include input/output
catalogs, etatistical regression models, statistical detection
a1 decision models, closed-loop describing function measure-
a*,nts and dita ,fits. They have the advantage of simplicity,
a.Ilytical utility and efficiency, and known confidence limits.

Bt•AOw'tul 0o .M2 md*2s. These modele attempt to describe the
mechanization or internal cause/effect events which lead to the
observed input/output data. In some important cases these can
be partially derived from the data descriptor models (e.g.,
determining, or measuring, human operator open-loop describing
futnctions in single-loop compensatory tracking of random inputs),
but in most cases they are derived from heuristic reasoning in
the face of an array of facts to be "explained." Analog models,
oi. "mimics.," are often too complex or nonlinear to measure effi-
cientlyr and seldom achieve the statistical confidence possible
with data descriptor models. Nevertheless they are ultimately
desirable to rationalize the observed over-all behavior or to
simulate the fine-grained behavior.



A blending of these types of models is usually achieved in human pro-

cess modeling when a theory is fitted to a large body of codified data and

the variations are accounted for by recognizable features in the operator's

phýs: ology.

3. - DNT ZM TIG M SOP PROOESS

The Successive Organization of Perception process has been described

as a progression through three main phases of loop organization, each con-

taining a number of subsets of behavior appropriate to the task. Assume

that identifiable limits and conditions can be found (e.g., experimentally)

for each subset mode of observed behavior. Then one model for the SOP

process would be an active off-line monitor which identifies the conditions,

selects some most likely mode, monitors the result, reselects a new mode

when necessary or when further information is brought out by the first

operations, and so forth. This model is not intended to be an analog of

the mental processes involved, but is merely an efficient way of coding and

selecting the most likely mode of behavior from those which have beelr

distinctly identified and modeled. This model is. among other things, a

description of an analys procedure in which estimates of behavior mode

are the key outputs desired.

An appropriate form for this model is a flow or decision process

algorithm. Such models have been described in Refs. 60 bnd i)I , Dnd

applied to a specified task involving a givea sequence of subtasks in

Ref P. > ard b2--04 . For example, `,eigel and Wlf (Ref. ) uV ;,

sequential state model with probabilistic state transitlonn (,-.;timated

by direct inquiry of squadron c(mimanders) and a Monte-Carlo 'onmput.r

analysis to investigate the pile-up of sequential tasK.-c r•.quired ti)

effect the dnwnwind approach, turns, flap and landing goar prep4Lratin,

and flight path line-up for Aiadinir on an aircraft carrier. Thf'muw ,ui,l

Tou in Refs. '• and 6,4 ýt-t Up tht c;, ect 1. ,n " al q'itim•i |itki fr i

pof.t-to-point by dynamic pr',grwnring;. Braunstvn, vt al (RvI'. t,

computer algorithms for the car-fujll(.wi n# drilver tat:ck, int,.rpr,.t.uI lii: W,

on-going sequential process", and they att#mpt -(,mt, -,Jtati oti ilcal M,.w'ure-:-lit:

of one subroutine parameter required by highway test:c. Thuc, thi : appr,'iac

Is by no meant novel, azd there are ;;evral current pr,.qrtW,: whiii chu1



yield material useful to the present problem. Most of these attempts have

had limited success because of the inordinate complexity and repetitive

cycling required to represent continuous tasks.

The suggestion here is that algorithm models may be much more

appropriate and successful when applied to the SOP sequence itself than

to describe any particular mode of tracking. This is because most of the

observed manual control behavior falls into relatively few categories

from which logical criteria can select the most suitable, e.g., the three

phases of SOP in Fig. 3.5. Within these phases of SOP various submodes are

required, but many of these already have well-modeled characteristics.

The rather heterogeneous forms and degree of approximation described here

and elsewhere are ideally called up by mode-selection algorithms. Thus,

the algorithmic nodels are used where they are best suited (logical func-

tions), while the continuous servo models of human behavior are used where

they are most efficient (well-defined tracking or stimulus response

situations).

Some preliminary work on an algorithmic-type model for the SOP process

is shown in Figs. 54, 35, and 256. The process of constructing a flow

diagram to simulate a decision-making or learning process is instructive

in itself because one is forced to formally define and examine the

logical structure behind decisions which are often made in a casual

manner. The formalism also focuses attentJon on categ.-rizing and finding

efficient hierarehies of decision-making criteria. For exarple, the

difficulty of constructing Figs. 5) and 35 illustrates why some investi-

gtors have had a hard time using and adapting the well-established

quasi-linear pilot models to real-world problems. Even for these models

it is hard to specify written criteria or instructions for selection.

Part of the problem lies in the heterogeneity of the types of models

evolved, and part lies in the diverse concepts and words which might form

suitable categories or descriptors. These problems are common to library

search routines, and some library document retrieval procedures were

adapted to esImplify the concepts.

Figure '- chows a flow diagram for some key steps which must precede

the selection of a particular human pilot mode of behavior and thence

the appropriate model and adjustment rules. The "situation" :ielection
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Eik dirwott,y to 0110i'll'ie Init'riumutea Ir t~hoooKe aveMoeiriot'1 (or it, thie

pilot lio *Alrady ill R igivotm loopo ill A~ t-roulit~iomm 4'r ailure Mixto tiilt~a-
tion) . Ototvitloou 110001iblp LI'nflmtl~M1 allnnols SMeoigttod to It givenl

01tato ~~.OIMUOCt ho Oacanned , And tIWe W~At likeil or priority lt.omn t~hen
40o1#09. flabruotilineo roj~t'i Uio atol, kri moe'. ap~wront , but 1toh de intin
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izantitrumont (oingle or iatgtt)butý wty he moro difrioult ror the

visual field eltuatioaa,.

Determininag the predict~Aidlity, or coherence, of the informiation

a~i.lAble will be very dliftiult in m~n~y canon. Strong discrete cuts or

randum inputs are no problem, Ontes subjective criteria for unprealictst

bility are not too hard Lo define. But Lo rectlgnize oubtle cues, coqplex

periodic wavofortam, etc,, will require both anaiytioal stnd experimental

data not yet. amvilAble.

Atevesvmeelt of the olleat~orle f)Lmiliarity withi the talk and inzstriumntB

(i.e., skill level) is an imaport~ant f'actor lit selectiing his mode of' opeib-

tiun. Thia criterion atutit be exterittly prescribed, and will not be teat~ed

frot diivctl4.

YtUadly, all these prelij~zamiry criteria have beena selected, and a aet

of' descripture will be available att Ixito A, C, Do E, and F of' Fig. 5Ii-

The uiwde and model can then be selected. Two general ftpproa^ches are

postlible here:

1.* A logical selectioa -,roe, from which the correct mode is
picked by climbing along a sequence of branches, guided at
each bnrnch nodie by one of' the (say, nt) dencriptors previ-
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ti.~1 ho~ vtitrioVed only ror wetn of deflur.±jtoro& iit &jignod to

* ~ ~ KMis moreI' work no~J i tu be done, (in thitio inoluding tw3 o1' co~mbine~d loLgict1i

t-o aind d~ooroiptor eonj inctioai. At, 1'resoeti, the bout nchemw appiettr to

*bu Nu. ..' alh0vv, which sIn illui~it-mto in Fi±g. i5'. Not@ t~hat. each model it)

Fig. 'k too' a lArgo number of descript~or aein associated with 0., 01'

whj~oh only A couple "millen of each are showni. Axiother deacriptuir uet

may t~o added at anay time as thot ranje os' validity of a mkodvl iq oxtended,

and a g~von group of descriptora and modolt' smy be tAken out., rel'in~ed,

and given separate identity without changing tht' reinaing items * A

great deal of' work needs to be done in simpilif'ying and ratiormlly index-

ing the descriptor %eta to ftcilitate the search. Also ahowni oil the

right, of' Fig. "') aiv descriptors for the confidence level and alt~em~tive

items to eafrch in case the likely mode does not, work out.

Once an appropri~te modIe o' op. rettion and model have beeni select~ed,

the adaptation ruiles and criteria are called up and the huttan pilot 'a

btehavior is suit~ably simulated. This adjustment and o t imali:'ýatioii

prucess in3 shown in Fig. :'. Det~iils Ai' thin process lave beenl &1iscuosed

in previoua sections.

The problem hins been fairly well atruot~ured at this poiut, Rlthough

refiumments will cozitinue to bt: required. The next most pertinient. task

is to nuke the theory oi.peratiorvl fur a few uimple cases. Thi.s will

demonstrate the feasibility o1f t~he approach, and the Interactions with

other topics (such as upti ml c-introl patterno) diacueaed In this report.
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PSOLCOXAL RAI M IVP UAWCZR NAVXOR

This aect-ion will onuaider the physiological problems and mechanisms

involved in itnwi pilot tracking behavior, especially those concerned

with more complex Aunctions which are not simply accounted for at the

pariphel.l neuromuscular level. The recent surge of research devoted to

taeuromutlcular mechanisms ths gone a long way toward clarifying the prop-

ortieo or' the peripheral neuromuscular command and control apparatus, and

giveui uit helpful and suggestive insights into the mechanisms at higher

Levels of the nervous syste'm which play upon the peripheral system.

Although phyoiological research methods are still limited to the investi-

gation of quite restricted Kinds of activity in restricted situations,

and usually involve experimental animls rather than humans, there are,

tortunately, enough examples from which some general principle-s of system

organization can be derived; by appealing to these through analogy and

inference we will attempt here to provide a suitably sound basis for the

miodels of human pilot behavior discussed elsewhere in this report.

This section is subdivided into four parts. First., a review of the

basic periphera•. neuromuscular control apparatus will be presented, in

which the mass of new research data relevant to the present discusaion

will be summarized. This review Provides some of the physiological back-

ground for the neuromuscular system model summarized in Section II, arid

serves as a point of departure for the discussion of higher centers

involved in control. Second, a summary will be made of the functional

properties of some higher neuronal centers of the brain, especially in

relation to their modification of, and interaction with, the peripheral

neuromuscular system described in the first part. Third, we describe

the operation of two subcortical compensatory motor control systems whose

organization and function are sufficiently important to consider their

implications for models of skilled motor performance. These systems have

possible direct parallels to the more "automatic" aspects of compensatory

track:'ig during stationa:'y conditions after extensive training. The
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fourth section brings in the cecrebral, centers needed for logical, learning,

permissive, etc., operations required before any skilled "automatic'

behavior is possible.

Ultimately, all the complex decision-making and conmmnd-generating

centers of the brain must make use of the basic neuronal circuits operating

at the spinal level together with the special sensory organs associated

with them at the periphery. As a result of an enormous research effort

over the past ten years we have come to know relatively a great deal about

them and their mode of action, at least in isolation. The behavior of

pure spinal systems is a powerful determtinant of the way supraspinal centers

interact with them, and their behavior suggests ways in which we interpret

the activity we are able to observe at higher levels.

It is not the purpose of this report to give a detailed summary of the

peripheral neuromuscular control elements and systems; for this the reader

is referred to several recent symposia and reviews (Refs. 6'-7i ) and our

own model of this system (Ref. 28) which is summarized in part in Section II.

In what follows we shall merely give a very brief account of some of the

more important elements and their properties so that the reader may be

better able to follow later discussions.

Much of the control of neuiromuscular behavior in the periphery is

dependent on a complex organ located in the muscles of the body, the

muscle spindle. It is in itself a complex neuromuscular integrative

system receiving a continuous set of motor control and command signals

from the central nervous system, and sending a constant stream of sensory

information signals via several paths back to the central nervous system.

A typical muscle may have 50 to 80 of these organs, embedded at various

points among the tension-producing ("extrafusal') muscle fibers of the

main muscle mass. A typical spindle is elongated in shape, may be several

millimeters in length, and has an orientation parallel to that. of the

extrafusal muscle fibers. They may be arranged in isolation, in tandem

with each other, or be found in conjunction with other specialized receptor

structures of the muscle. Each spindle has a central axis which consists
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of a globular nuclear ba region (Fig. 37) connected to either pole of

the spindle by means of a pair of nuclear bag fibers, which are them-

selves typical striated muscle fibers (-25;1m in diameter). In addition

to this there are from one to five subsidiary muscle fibers, the chain

fibers (10- 15Pm in diameter), which may or may not extend the entire

length of the spindle. Thus, although the two fiber systems are distinct,

they my interact by virtue of their mechanical coupling. The nuclear

bag and chain fibers are known collectively as "intrafusal fibers," and

are never observed to contribute directly to the development of tension

in the muscle. Rather, they appear to be motor fibers related solely to

control within the spindle itself. From their microscopic appearance the

bag fibers appear to be normal striated muscle fibers and hence would be

expected to have dynamic and mechanical properties similar to those of the

extrafusal fibers.

Static Type Ia

Gamma Dynamic Axon Type U
Fiber Gamma Axon

Fiber Side
Col lateral

4 0 Nuclear Bag

4W -1 Nuclear Chain

- Secondori
"Ending _,•

Figure 57. Diagram of Muscle Spinc.le

Both types of intrafusal fibers are innervated by special motor axons

arising from cells in the spinal cord. The axons hkoie a diameter range

of 5 -12prm and signal conduction velocities of 30 -7C a/sec. They are known

as gamma fibers and the cells they arise from are- refe.-red to as gamma motor

neurons (or sometimes as fusimotor neurons). There is now good evidence

thpt there are at least two independent types of gmm fibers, whose

properties will be discussed below.



In a typical spindle, there will usually arise one large axon whose

principal termination winds around the nuclear bag region (a region of'

the spindle without muscle or contractile elements) and additionally may

terminate also on one or more of the chain fibers. These are the primary

or annulospiral endings. The Type Ia axons serving these have large

diameters (12-20pm) and do not have terminations on other spindles. An

additional sensory terminal is the flower-spray or secondary ending,

associated primarily, but not exclusively, with the chain fioers. Each

axon can terminate in several such endings, and these Tye II axons are

about half the diameter of the Type Ia axons. Endings may have

terminations on more than one spindle.

Mechanical deformation of these sensory endings leads to the develop-

ment of electrical potential fields at the terminals which are directly

proportional to the strength of the deformation. These generator potentia .s

are accurate mappings of the forces operating on the terminals and can follow

rather high frequencies of change in the deforming stimulus. The fields

are utilized by the sensory axon in the production of nerve impulses at

specialized triggering regions near the receptor endings. Nerve impulses

are generated at a rate directly proportional to the magnitude of the

generator potential, hence there is a continual transmission of impulses

at a frequency which is a linear function of that potential and thus of

the strength of the deformation. The sensory endings exhibit a high degree

of sensitivity to length changes- a significant shift in firing frequency

can result from length changes of iy a few microns. This relationship

can be used to reconstruct the time course of tension changes at the

nuclear bag region from observed trains of nerve impulses.

The primary ending of a spindle usually shows some discharge even

when the extrafusal muscle fibers are at their norual resting body length.

This is presumably due to a small amount of residual tension in the spindle.

Even in the absence of any motor signals from the spinal cu.rd, the firing I-ate

in the spindle will increase monotonically as a function of increasing

muscle length (from a few pulses per second to a hundred or more pulses

per second). This results from the disposition of the spindle within the

muscle which serves to transmit length chagcc in thc muzcle to the bag



region where the change is reflected as an increase in bag tension.

Conversely, shortening of ',he muscle (either passively or in response to

an alpha motor command signal) will reduce the tension on the bag and

hence reduce the spindle Ia sensory fiber firing frequency.

Figure 38 shows some typical plots of spindle sensory receptor firing

frequency as a function of muscle length. Over a considerable range this

relation is linear.
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Figure 38. Steady-State Length Versus Ia Firing Rate Relations
for Various Gamma Fiber Stimulation Rates

(Adapted from Ref. 72)

Recent studies of single ga=ma fibers ending on spindles whose primary

endings were being monitored have shown that repetitive stimulation of

certain gamm fibers will produce a response which consists of a general

increase in the firing rate of the primary ending (relative to its control

rate) as a function of muscle length. This may result in (1) a family of

curves of increasing slope whosp relations are essentially linear (Fig. 58),

or, (2) a simple translation of' the length/frequency curve upward, or (3)

in a combination of' both. Each family of curves is a function of the

stimulation frequency of the gamma fiber.

The shift in length/frequency relation for these gamma fibers is

usually unaccompanied by any significant increase in the velocity sensi-

tivity of the fiber (see below), i.e., the gamma fiber has influenced only
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the static gain of the primary ending; such a gamma fiber is designated

as a static fusimotor fiber.

In addition to this static length/firing-frequency relation, the

primary ending also shows a strong sensitivity to stretch or release

velocities. Its firing frequency, with rapid lengthening, can

increase to several hundred pulses per second, regardless of length,

and characteristically drops abruptly to zero when the muscle is

allowed to shorten. This velocity-sensitive property can also be influ-

enced by ganma stimulation, but the population of gamma fibers with this

capacity is distinctly different from that which influences the static

relation. Gamma fibers which increase the velocity-sensitive or dynamic

part of the response to changes in muscle length with only a small effect

on the static gain are called dynamic fusimotor fibers. The effect of

stimulating these is also dependent on the stimulating frequency, and

thus the primary ending exhibits an inherent relation between firing rate,

length, and velocity. The static gamma fiber increases Ia discharge fý.

a given length (but may in fact decrease its relative sensitivity to

stretch); conversely, the dynamic fiber greatly increases the firing

frequency of the primary ending during stretch, but leaves its steady-

state frequencies essentially unchanged.

In terms of the block diagram of Fig. 4 and the neuromuscular system

model discussion of Section II, the actions of both the static and dynamic

fusimotor fibers combine t_ adjust, and to maintain, the levels of the

lead time constant, TK. On the other hand, only the static fibers are

needed to provide a bias signal which, in conjunction with the stretch

(alpha) reflex loop, results In the average tension, Po.

Thus (Fig. )) even at the spinal level, each muscle has assoclattd

with it a pool of thousands of alpha motor neuror at least two systems

of sense-organ-controlling motor cells, the static and dynamic gm=aa

neurens, three classes of receptors involving several hundred channels of

input information to the cord, and associated clusters of Inter•.curonns

*Neurons of the spinal cord are generally classified as either :, '
mtntr, Or interneurons To this 1!' '-la:;, theref%)•e, beloni aui cjl i;
not carrying informat ion di rectly ie~tm rtweptý)i' Aructure.; ( %` ft t:t.r
nor transmittinn impulses to mustle fibers ("efferent fib.r::"). Th'wV ar, by
far the largest population of' cells in the cord and are em:"•ntiai t t.1ut
internal information processing• and i,,tefgration within axi., b.t.%;e- ri I v:,
o-f that structure.
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which serve to integrate, distribute, and modify the activity within the

cord and the control loops by which communication with the muscle is

effected.

• • ............. '•'"' M~h•!@���is tci yf"rthermore istransmitted to higher levels

of the nervous system, where a multiplicity of other senscry systems also

converge. And while patterns of motor activity can be formulated and

executed at a local spinal level, we shall henceforth be concerned primarily

with patterns which are generated at higher centers. These are discussed

in the next sections.

Both alpha and gamma motor neurons are subjected to a variety of inputs

from centers within the brain and from other segments of the spinal cord.

One of the chief differences, however, may be seen in their response to

events taking place in the muscle to which their axons are directed. In

this respect it has now been clearly demonstrated that the gamnm cell is

relatively unaffected by the peripheral events occurring in the muscle its

spindles are embedded in. There are, apparently, no return pathways from

the spindles or other mu.scle receptors which influence its immediate behavior.

The alpha motor neuron, on the other hand, is subject to several kinds

of signals returning from its muscle. Most important is the activity

generated by the Type Ia axons from the muscle spindles. These axons make

direct ("monosynaptic") excitatory connections with alpha cells innervating

extrafusal fibers in the muscle in which they are embedded; and if sufficient

activity is arriving along Ia axons, output pulses will be generated in the

alpha motor neugons. One way this can arise is when the muscl.e is being

lengthened, either passively by some external force or by an antagonist

muscle. The resulting increase in spindle tension causes an increase in

Ia firing rates and thereby an increase in alpha firing rates which, by

causing contraction of extrafusal fibers, opposes the lengthening process.

.any shortening tendency of the muscle, conversely, reduces alpha activity,

tending to reverse the shortening effect. Thus we have in the alpha/

gamma/spindle complex the essential components of' a negative feedback

constant-length regulator (the differential element shown in Fig. 4),

1knoi.n to the physiologist as the "stretch reflex."
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An alternative route for generating alpha motor neuron activity

lies in the active production of spindle afferent activity by means of

gamm command sign•ls which will result in a gamma/spindle-controlled

bombardment of the alpha motor cell (this is represented by the 7 c path-

way in Fig. 4). This is a possibility of immense significance, since it

opens t•. possibility of indirect activation of the alpha cells, and hence

the possibility of generating direct and indirect conmmna signals to the

muscles. Both pathways are shown in Fig. 4.

The secondary endings from the spindle are also length- and rate-

sensitive, but have somewhat different response properties from the

primary endings; their central connections are more complex and involve

inhibition of alpha motor neurons.

In addition to the spindle receptors there are a large number of

receptors embedded in the tendons of the muscle, the Golgi tendon organs.

These also are sensitive to stretch and from their placement in the muscle

appear to supply tension information to the central nervous system. They

appear to inhibit alpha motor neurons innervating the same muscle.

B3. OMil AM IONI TOIZ C1EDB 33 W BRAZ

Operating on, and interacting with, the peripheral neuromuscular units

and associated spinal circuits is a hierarchy of centers in the brain itself.

In general these can be expected to:

0 Process information received from the peripheral neuro-
muscular, limb position, and skin sensors; integrate this
peripheral somatic sensory input, with other interoceptive
(internal state monitoring sensors) and exteroceptive
(external suate monitoring a _5 •etecting sensors, such as
the visual., audi-,0ory, and vestibular systems) information.

* Supply complex patterns of alpha and gamm command signals
of appropriate timing, amplitude, and pattern to the
res•pective alpha and gamma motor cells in the spinal cord
and brair stem on the basis of the available sensory
infoizacion and stored programs, according to changeable
criteria of perfornuaice.

* Make short-term and long-term modifications in the actual
organization -,f the peripheral neuromuscular system at
the spinal cord and brain stem levels, and provide for
storage of complex, patterned, +skilled motor performance
"templates."
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All c'f Lh,. supraspinal centers with which we are concerned here have

comparatively obscure functions relative to our state of knowledge of the

peripheral and spinal motor systems. This results from the fact that our

knowledge of these areas is derived largely from anatomical study of the

fiber connections between them, and gross observations of the behavior of

animals in which these centers or the connections between them are stimu-

lated or destroyed. We know little or nothing about the signals that

enter them or leave them under any but the most artificial or unnatural

circumstances. As a result there is even very little qualitative agreement

on what the functions of such centers are, and it is probably fortunate

that there is agreement even on the symptoms which characterize malfunc-

tioning or pathological states.

Consequently a large portion of the available data simply cannot be

incorporated into any model of supraspinal motor control. The remarkable

ability of animals with experimental trauma to retain a large degree of

control further complicates the analyst's attempts and suggests that in

the course of evolution equivalent systems have developed in parallel

with subtle differences distinguishing them.

1. Sensory Monitoring Centers in the Brain

a. Organs monitorimg the peripheral neuromuscular system. In addition

to supplying input to the immediate spinal apparatus controlling neuro-

muscular activity, information from the peripheral sense organs of muscle,

the spindle afferents and the Golgi organs, is transmitted to adjacent

regions of the cord, and axons from these receptors travel up the spina].

cord, establishing two important terminations in the brain (see Fig. 1:0).

Thc first, and probably most important, ter!rU.nuv is in the cerebellum,

a struccture which overlies the brain stem and receiv:,:s input from reccr'

tors in every muscle of the body. Morsover, this input, containizr

presumably length, tension, and rate information (Ref. 73) is apar-

ently laid ruJt in an extremely orderly fashion, forming what is some-

times referred to as a somatotopic mapping of the body musculatur'e on

parts of the cerebellar surface or cortex. The cortical surface of the

cerebellum is itself an exquisite three-dimensional orthogonal matrix of

cells and axons (Ref. 74), and it is upon this orderly arrangement of cellu-

lar eleiii•:nts th-t the muscle systems of the body are, in some way, mapped.
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In addition, the cerebellar matrix also receives, from other pathways,

(1) a continuous flow of impulses from skin rece.ptors from all Limbs,

providing some proprioceptive information about the position of the body

parts and (2) information from the vestibular apparatus, providing informa-

tion about the relative position and acceleration of the body in space.

The cerebellum does not, however, receive input from Joint receptors

(Ref. 75). Additional input has been described, arising from the auditory

and visual systems (Ref. 76).

The other terminus for muscle and proprioceptive information is the

somatic sensory cortex of the cerebral hemispheres (Ref. 77), which also

receives inputs from other somatic sensory pathways involving touch, pressure,

pain, and temperature (Fig. 4o). Another cortical area receives vestibular

inpuit. Structural integrity of the cerebral cortex seems to be indis-

pensible to the conscious pe'r.ception of sensory input, whereas damage to

the cerebellum, which doeL not seem to be involved at all with conscious

perception of sensory input, leads to disorders in control characterized

by inadequate muscle "gain," inadequate timing (Ref. 78) or phasing of

individual muscles (Ref. 79) and groups of muscles, and a well-known

oscillation oZ a limb involved in voluntary tracking behavior.

Al.l of the major exteroceptive sensory systems, with the exception of

the olfactory system, occupy distinct multisynaptic axonal tracts or path-

ways which terminate in the sensory portions of the thalamus (a deeply

situated internal region of the brain) from whence their signals are relayed

to distinct modality-specific projection areas on the cerebral cortex. This

cortical representation includes special areas for visual, auditory,

vestibular, and somatic sensory input, but other cortical areas appear to

involve overlap in sensory input and for this reason are termed "association

areas" of the cortex.

In addition to these major sensory pathways to the cortex, each

exteroceptive sensory system or modality appears to involve additional

collateral pathways which carry information to other brain areas such as

the cerebellum, and, of prime importance for the discussion of motor mecha-

nis-ms, a central core region of the brain stem called the reticular forma-

tion (Fig. 40o). This area runs nearly'the entire length of the brain stem and
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'I indeed extends well into the spinal cord grey matter. The cells in this

structure are characterized by the highly nonspecific or integrative char-

acter of the sensory input they receive, often being activated by combina-

tions of auditory, visual, vestibular, and somatic senscry stimuli.

Furthermore the reticular formation is the apparent recipient of much

.. .the. interoceptive input of the body, i.e., input from blood pressure

receptors, chemoreceptors of various sorts, temperature receptors, etc.,

and is itself highly sensitive to the circulating levels of blood sugar,

blood C02, and many other substances.

It might be argued that almost any area of the brain could be

called sensory since activity in that area could be modified by sensory

input. But what characterizes all the areas described so far in this

section is that, with the exception of the cerebellum, destruction

of these centers leads to a loss in sensory perception or discriminative

functionr The cerebellum, on the other hand, has been included here

because it receives direct input from sensory cell axons ascending from

the spinal cord and from the vestibular system.

2. Comomd Signal Pathvays from the Brain

Before considering the problem of where specific command signals from
the brain are generated, we consider the principal pathways by which these
commands are transmitted to effector cells or networks in the spinal cord.
For convenience, and because it conforms to the present terminology in
neurology, we will distinguish two classes of pathways from higher centers
to the spinal cord. They are (a) the pyramidal tract,* whose fibers arise,

in part, from the motor cortex of the cerebral hemispheres, and form a tvell-

defined pathway along the medullary region of the brain stem and then, for

the most part, cross to the other side of the spinal cord to terminate on

or in association with cells innervating muscles on the opposite side of

the body from where the pyramidal fibers originate; aid (b) a gro'p of path-

ways arising from the brain stem and other regions, collectively known as

the "extrapyramidal" pathways (Ref. 80).

*Sometimes referred to as the "cqrticospinal tract."
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Historically, it has been assumed that the pyramidal tract is the route

of voluntary and skilled command signals and that these common signals go

directly to alpha motor neurons. It was felt this was due to several rea-

sons: the pyramidal tract arises partly from the cerebral cortex, the cor-

tex is associated with the most complex forms of behavior, and electrical

stimulation of the surface of the cortex produces movement. None of these

assumptions appears to be entirely valid, however, for the following reasons:

0 It is only in primates, particularly humans, that significant
numbers of pyramidal tract fibers even terminate on motor
(as opposed to iuterneuron) cells in the spinal cord
(Refs. 81, 82).

• It appears (Refs. 76, 83) that the motor cortex exerts control
on both alpha and gamma cells, so that it is unlikely that
the pyramidal tract is a "private line" from motor cortex
to alpha cells.

* It is apparent that skilled voluntary movement is possible in
experimental animals when the pyramidal tract is interrupted
in the brain stem (Ref. 81), so that, if voluntary movement
is initiated cortically, alternate descending routes must be
a:vilable for the signals.

* Many of the fibers constituting the pyramidal tract are not,
in fact, of cortical origin.

In experiments on monkeys where the pyramidal paths are cut on both

sides of the brain, the animals are able to recover normal movement to e

large extent, but with some reduction in the speed or rapidity of movement

and a greater tendency toward fatigue. Moreover, fine dissociative control,

for example the ability to move a single finger, is lost and thereafter

finger movements involve all five digits at once (Ref. 81).

There appears to be some differentiation of fiber types of pyramidal

tract cells. The larger, faster conducting fibers show intermittent activity

and tend to terminate on motor neurons which innervate distal phasic muscles

(such as the digits), while the smaller, slower fibers probably tend to end

more on interneurons related to alpha and gamma fibers of proximal tonically

active muscles (Refs. 84, 85). Fibers of the fast conducting system probably

establish a direct excitatory connection with alpha motor neurons.

In recent studies of single neurons in the primate motor cortex, cells

sending axons to the pyramidal tract have been observed which undergo marked

changes in discharge pattern in associated contralateral arm movements

(Ref. 86). Moreover, on the basis of conduction velocity measurements,
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there appea, to be at least two classes of pyramidal tract cells- the

faster conducting cells apparently fire only in association with discrete

peripheral movements without a background discharge; the slower cells, on

the other hwid, have a more or less continuous background discharge even

in the absence of movement which may ei ther increase or decrease during

spontaneous voluntary movements (Ref. 86).

In addition to its contribution to the pyramidal tract, the motor

cortex has extensive connections with a number of subcortical areas,

including the basal ganglia, reticular formation, and cerebellum. Hence

damage to the motor cortex leads to far more severe and irreparable

loss of motor control than does pyramidal tract section.

The extrapyramidal system consists of a number of distinct pathways

arising from centers in the brain stem and terminating on interneurons in

the spinal cord from which they all appear to exert control on the ganmna

puthways. The main centers of origin we shall be concerned with are the

reticular formation, already mentioned, from wheno, the reticulospinal

tract emerges; the red nucleus, giving rise to the rubrospinal tract; and

the nucleus of the vostibular system, giving rise to che vestibulospinal

tract. While we do not know in any precise detail how these pathways

contribute to the over-all coordination of precise movement, we can give

a rough characterization of their peripheral effect. The vestibulospinal

tract appears to be concerned primarily with postural readjustments to

changes in body orientation with respect to gravity. This has been demon-

strated by testing the effect of labyrinthine stimulation on feedback loops

at the neuromuscular level (Refs. 837-89). From such experiments we can

say, for example, that in standing-man the effect of an increased gravi-

tati,'rial force would be to increase the intensity of the muscle spindle

response to increased gravitational stress by means of combined alpha and

ganm control signals. When the body is tilted in space, appropriate

readjustments in the position of the supporting limbs are made, tending

to restore the original orientation of the body.

The rubrospirial tract appears to have a major influence on the gama

motor system ard indeed there appear to be subdivisions in the red nucleus

for selective control of dynamic or static gamma fibers (Refs. )o, 91),
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and therefore one would be tempted to guess that overal1 rat i os V 2tati c-

gamma/dy-namic-gamtma activity are regulated here. While it is not k'iear

whether specific muscles can ce controlled selectively by thi. pathway,

it is fairly certain that muscle groupings are differentially activated,

e.g., the extensors or flexors of a given limb (Ref. ,)I).

In addition to its involvement in the motor control of autornomic

functions, the reticulospinal tract has been show., to exert powerful

excitatory or inhibitory effects on interneurors in the cord and on gamma

activity (Refs. 92-94). Moreover, the reticular system seems to be able

in some sense to set the levels of sensory input over different sensory

±)athways arising in the spinal cord.

For the formulution of command signals to be effective in a given

situation, there must be a continuous inflow of information from sensory

input channels to motor command centers. The reticular formation is an

example of a self-integrated sensory-motor system, but a number .t' otheer

critically important sensory motor loops also exist in the brain.

As previously pointed out, the cerebelliun receives what 1s perhaps the

most complex array of information concerning; body and limb puoiti. n Wid

muscle tension, and it is essential to the orderly execution, ot volwiutary

activity. Toward this function, the cerebellumi directs its, output to

higher centers in the brain, principally to the motor cortex of the

cerebral hemispheres. The loop, moreover, is a closed one, foýr fibers

from the motor cortex* provide a return path through the red nucleus and

reticular formation back onto the cerebellar cortex. Other loops involving

the cerebellum consist of fiber connections to and from the red nucleus-

and the reticular formation directly. Stimulation or destruction of' Wny

of the centers involved in this loop will result in marked chantges in ,,amma

and spindle activity observed peripherally (Refs- 7", ):, <., I))

Another area of interest in motor functions t.; a cluster of' subcl.rtical

nuclei in the cerebral hemispheres which make complex connecti, ns; with the

*The motor cortex, moreover, has additional sensory inputs via its
connections with the sensory, visual, and auditory cortices, noth directly
and throug~h corticai association areas.



motor cortex and with the brain stem. They are the so-called basal Onglia,

and these centers are frequently implicated as the site at which complex
"stored-program" motor activities may be initiated. There are now on record

(see, for example, Refs. 95 and 96) sufficient observations of long-term

cnains or sequences of motor and other behavioral activity, such as those

observed in mating, food ge.thering and consumption, etc., which can be

repeatedly triggered by electrical or chemical stimulation of precisely

localized areas of the brain, to suggest that in such cases the entire

sequence of behavior is not generated at the locus of stimulation, but is

merely triggered from that locus. This has led to the hypothesis that the

full se.juential program is stored in some fashion at some area of the brain,

and the basal ganglia are favored by a number of observers as a possible

site for program storage. Unfortunately, like much of the evidence relevant

to motor behavior, the evidence is highly indirect and must be regarded at

present as speculative. Nevertheless, trauima to the basal ganglia leads to

more or less profound interference with normal motor function.

0. NMA 0V AUPBPZ•AL CONOL OF )DM ACTIVT=

In this section we will consider some data resulting from a number of

recent investigations of the detailed mechanisms of motor control systems

of the brain. The first example will examine how a system functioning as

a regulator of the internal environment interacts with the basic neuro-

muscular spinal cord networks previously considered, and how this system

is organized to minimize the error in the regulator and to minimize the

effect of fluctuations in load. The second example illustrates a very

simple situation in which infornation-processing centers can enable an

external stimulus to be "tracked." A third section considers some impor-

tant timing relations involved in iump ex pattern recognition/response

situations involving the cerebral cortex.

1. Subcortical Interoceptive-Tracking CoMensatory Control

First. we consider a continuously active regulatory motor system whose

physiological parameters and mecnanisms have been studied far more exten-

sively than any other'. From it we can derive a number of Irmpotheses about

how compensatory systems are organized. Indeed, no bc -r example of the



detailed workings of the nervous system can be found than the action of' the

respiratory motor system which results in the periodic inflation and defla-

tion of the lungs (Fig. 41 ). Many muscles are involved in this activLty,

but we consider here only the intercostal muscles which cause an increase

or decrease in the volume of the chest by moving the ribs.

The fu.nction of the respiratory control centers in the brain stem

reticular formation is to regulate the level of oxygen and carbon dioxide in

the blood, and this is achieved by changing the ventilation rate of "Ihe lungs

by varying the rate and/or the depth of respiration. In quiet, respiration

only the muscles of inspiration are used, and expiration occurs passively

from elastic recoil once the action of the inspiratory muscles has ceased.

In heavier respiration, the muscles of expiration become active.

One of the most potent stimuli to increase respiration is an elevated

level of carbon dioxide, which apparently stimulates chemosensitive neuronal

elements in the brain stem directly, and also stimulates a network of chemo-

sensitive cells located in the walls of several major blood vessels, whose

output also reaches the brain stem. These are connected to brain stem

networks intrinsically organized to pdAuce alternating bursts of impulses

which are transmitted to mctor neurons in the spinal cord. The organiza-

tional details of these brain stem networks are not well understood, but

experiments suggest the existence of two mutually inhibitory pools of

neurons which are active primarily during inspiraticn and expiration,

respectively.

The control of respiratory volume is effected by several different means.

First, an increase in blood CO2 can cause an increase in frequency of firing

of an individual cell during the inspiratory :ycle. Second, the respiratory

ra•te may be increased by altering the duration of the burst. and the inter-

burst period. Third, the antagonistic action of expiratory cells xrmy be

reduced during the inspiratory phase, but be accelerated during the expir-a-

tory phase. Fourth, there are apparently a large number of normally inactive

neurons in the brain stem which can be recruited into an increased respira-

tory effort, thereby increasing the total drive to the r~irnal cord.

From a number of studies we find that to every state of' bloud/gas level

there will correspond a specific output pattern from the brain stem which
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effectively commands the spinal neuromuscular apparatus to effect u

maneuver adequate for maintaining a desired blood/gas level or for off-

setting any deviations from the optimum Ievel. These commands are

equivalent to a volume of air to be moved in and out of the lungs. But

even though the parameters of the output are variable, the output is

always patterned in a stereotyped way, with periods of approximately

constant frequency nerve impulse bursts alternating with silence.

The firing patterns of motor neurons in the spinal cord Are similar

in many respects to those in the brain stem, and electrical recordings i
from individual motor neurons supplying the external intercostal muscles I
(which are insp atory) and the internal intercostal muscles (expiratory)

show again the alternating burst/silence pattern of activity. Indeed, the

phasing of firing of these two groups of motor cells wito inspiratory and

expiratory activity extends also to the gaxma motor neurons in these pools.

In fact, it has been shown that the pattern of firing of the gamma cells

is closely related to the carbon dioxide level of the blood, suggestiig

that the coumnd signals from the brain are relayed in parallel to both the

alpha and the gam systems (Ref. 97), see Fig. 1-.

There is now considerable evidence that gamma activity slightly leads

alpha activity in respiratory neurons. The evidence for this comes from

direct simultaneous observation of several neurons, but is further strength-

ened by the finding that when the dorsal roots are cut (thereby interrupting

the spindle flow to the alpha motor cells) the alpha cells may actually fail

to fire during the normal phase of' respiration,* while the ganmu ceiis con-

tinue to fire. This suggests that alpha discharge rmay actunlly be lep;endent

on a considerable amotuit of gamma-produced spindle :;u;jorl . In qddiiJoto,

observation of spindle discharge during coritractiun if respiratory muscleLi

shows that, in contrast t-o what uight be expeted during resj ir-t icr,, :l mdlt-

disclarge increases; we conclude, therel"ore, t!iat izcreasftd ai,-M. Lia:; nli:

offse t. the Luil oadiing effect uf cour1 rac tion- These ot•ýe rva- .t .us ni u I•,. ,

both inspiritoru u. expliatory i.tercuctal muP cle: (he.,

'In numans, dorsal root section here leads to a *Arrlysis of these
resj.pirtory muscles of which the subject is >_iawarc (Re,. .

I
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This parallel transmission of a command s. nal from the brain stem
insures that adequate ventilation will occur in spite of changes in muscle

power, airway resistance, or driving pressures, for during the execution

of the command signal any mismatch between the required contraction

(signaled via the gamma system) and the actual contraction will be signaled

by the spindle afferent (which measures the difference between "required"

muscle length and actual muscle length). If the shortening of the muscle

is too small, for exLtiple as a result of increased airway resistance, this

will immediately cause a burst of impulses from the spindle to increase

the level of excitation to the corresponding alpha motor neuron. This

hypothesis has, in fact, been tested in experiments in which the airway

resistance was suddenly altered just prior to a respiratory cycle (Ref. 102).

The effect on alpha motor neuron discharge is immediate (i.e., much too

fast to have arisen by CO2 stimulation of the brain stem), which supports

the hypothesis that the gamma/spindle loop can be used to drive the

neuromuscular system as a "follow-up servo."

Further investigation of the ganmm fiber input to the intercostal

muscles has revealed, in addition to the intermittent discharge phase-

locked with respiration, a "tonic" ( ontinuous) gamma component. This

latter activity can be influenced by cerebellar stimulation and tilting

the head (Ref. 100). In the case of the intercostal mnuscsles, this is

correlated with the fact that these muscles have a dual function- th9t

of respiration on the one hand and postural control on the other. Thus,

twc independent routes of gamm comnand signals impinge on common spindles;

one from the respiratory system and, simultaneously, one from the tonic

postural or positioi-determining system. As a result, the tension of

intercottal muscles prrriodically fluctuates at an amplitude determined

by the phasic gamma .;ystem. The fluctuation occurs about an average

tension determined by postural demands via the tonic gamma system.* Since

both the tonic and phasic gamma input can activate t.,e same spindle, it

is concluded that several distinctly different gamnL pathways can reflexly

command the same pool of alpha motor neurons (Ref. 100).

mIt is possible that some of the tonic gamma activity is also related
to respirition and determinec the mid-thoracic position around which the
respiratory excursi.ons are ',uperimposcld.



We have introduced this example In order to consider a situation of

minimum complexity, namely, that of a neural regulatoly system "tracking"

a constant internaliy generated reference signal. Two loops in the con-

troller are involved: (1) a conventional outer feedback loop carrying

information concerning the state of the controlled variable (blood C02

level), and (2) a peripheral/spinal feedback loop which enables the system

to remain relatively insensitive to changes in muscle dynamics (for example,

in the presence of fatigue) or load changes (as in changes in airway

resistance). Indeed, we have considered this example primarily in order

to introduce some of the peripheral physiological mechanisms in skilled

tracking behavior, regaLated at a subcortical level. In terms of Fig. 40,

this subcortical command syst.em amounts only to that shown in Fig. 42.

- Chemoreceptors

Cerebellum N! Reticular

Formation

Vestibular
Nuclei

a Command
Spinal Neuromuscular Signals

Control Networks
'" "Command

Signals

Figure JQ. Command Subsystem of Fig. 40 Related to Res1i4ratory Control

2. Exteroceptive Tracking System

We now wish to extend the complexity of the situation by considering

how :•xt _rrwnl. " .'' ,e l ted ti.'le- nv ',vy n rni- ,,rt l., ; crn Ihe t rnclt-,1; .i .',. ,

wish to eymirrrie tne servo properties of' m neurophysiologicril exter•ceptiv,,.

r't• -: ixir s''s telrn.

to9



An interesting example of such a system is afforded by the visual

t.•acking mechanisms of the brain which enable an animal to center a visual

target on the optical axis of the eye where visual acuity is greatest.

A complete ne',,val system adequate for such activity appears to exist in

the brain stem and, indeed, there is evidence from recent experiments on

monkeys that simple tracking behavior does not necessarily involve sensory

•ad motor cortical areas, and that even manual tracking of a simple food-

reward stimulus can be performed when only subcortical areas are available

for the effort (Ref. 104). This correlates with the fact, pointed out

previously (Fig. 40), that a number of subeortical centers have access

to visual, auuitory, and proprioceptive information, and that complex (if

not all) motor patterns can be generated in the absence of a pyramidal

tntct, at least in primates.* A scheme for such behavior using subcortical

centers can be Dostulated by appealing to a synthesis of prototype modes

of behavior that have been demonstrated in a variety of animal experiments.

In principle, such a system requires target position and velocity informa-

tion to be processed into command signals available to the motor nuclei of

the eight extraocular muscles of the eyes, whose concerted action enables

the eyes to move to a position appropriate for target-centering.

Target information is fed into this system in several different ways.

First, owing to the optical properties of the eye itself, there is a point-

to-point mapping of the visual field onto the retina of each eye. The

mapping follows the normal inversion seen in any lens system with points

in the visual field to the right of the vertical meridian being projected

onto the left side of each retina, etc. Thus the spatial ordering of the

target field is preserved by the anatomical ordering of receptor cells on

the surface of the retina. This spatial arrangement is preserved at higher

levels of the nervous system, and in particular it is preserved by a point-

to-point mapping onto the surface of structures in the mid-brain known as

the superi(or colliculi (Ref. 105). These are paired structures overlying

the brain stem, and on. each colliculus is mapped one-half of the opposite

visual fi,.ld, with each retina overlapping in its projection. That is,

*Of course, nonpyramidal co~tical motor paths to the spinal cord also

• xi1t.
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the right-hand visual field projeuted on the left side of both retinas is

mapped onto the entire sutrface of the left superior colliculus (Fig'. 4C).

Recent studies have shown that in addition to this position inform-

tion, activity in optic nerve fibers coming from the retina carries

infortinton concerning target velocity and direction of travel (Refs. io6
and 107) ani probably also information about target shape, boundary, and

contrast wita surroundings (Ref. 106).

From the available sensory information we assume that command signals

appropriate to the tracking of a target are generated from the colliculus

itself, for when a point on the surface of the colliculus, corresponding to

'a specific point ib the visral field, is stimulated, a conjugate movement.

of both eyes occurs, whose magnitude and direction are such as to tend to

center the target, i.e., move the target projection point on the surface

toward the zero/zero horizontal and vertical meridian points (Refs. 108

and 109•).

Thus, the colliculus converts the sensory projection mapping into a

command signal vector which nulls the mapping of a point on the surface.

The command signals generated by the colliculus are transmitted by

direct pathways to the clusters of motor cells (motor nuclei) in the brain

stem whose axons control the muscles of the eye (see Figs. 4h and 14ý). It

is-at this level also that additional compensatory information from the

vestibular system concerned with head position and angular velocity is

integrated into the final motor c;Lnand. In addition, pathways from the

colliculus to the cerebellum and from the vestibular nuclei to the cerebellum

enable the cerebellunm to participate in the coordinated and. smooth execution

of target-centering actions. Furthermore, output pathways from the saperior

cclliculus to the re.,ticular formation and spinal cord can generate head

and neck movements associated with the tracking of targets, and these we

will presume to depend on spinal regulatory mechanisms already described.

Detailed studies of el-e movement in tracking situations also show that,

as in the case of the respiratory system motor output, the over-all re•sponse

is riot, arbitrary, but appears to be synthesizcd frcm patterned or stereo-

typed subcomponents. In ':,he visual/motor system, two principal modes are

~vn~aiale, one a quick otep chh°ngqge in nruscle length (the saccadic movement)

i|)
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which centers the target and the other a constant angular velocity rotation

of the eye (pursuit movement) which permits following of tre target once

it is centered; in most situations cormplex eye motions are superpositions

or successions of these basic modes.

A number of additional generalizations of imporiance emerge from the

study of the two subcortical systems which have been described, and these

are valid in their application to motor control systems generally.

* Motor systems are organized around reciprocally acting

(and usually reciprocally inhibitory) antagonist components.

"* Precisio.n command-following in the presence of motor and

load variations is provided by low delay feedback loops
at the motor unit level. Thus a patterned motor commnd
results in a nearly duplicate response with shorter delays
and more precision than would be possible in an open-loop
system.

"* For this reason, patterned coordinated command signals
generally involve coactivation of the alpha and gamma motor
cells.

"* Independent motor command signals can play simultaneously
and in parallel in effector networks.

D. -CMICAL CONTROL FUNCTIONS

1. The Nature of Coortioal Control

The systems discussed so far are apparently capable of operating

autonomously at a subcortical level in the execution of certain control

or tracking tasks. At the subcortical levwl they operate on a more or

less continuous stream of sensory input and sensory feedback information.

In their processing of this information, and in the synthesis of their

output from subcortically available motor patterns, generated on a propor-

tional or rate control basis with appropriate mechanisms for equalization

of body position or load changes, they appear to operate essentially as

quasi-linear pure gain controllers. This is probably typical of the

capabilities of' subcorticvL motor control systems, buL in the presentation

of these systems, in order to illustrate some intrinsic mechanism- within

them, we have been forced to ignore the influence that higher centers call,

and normally do, have on them.
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In what follows, we would like to consider some of the "metacontroller"

problems that are inherent to the function of higher or cortical areas of

the brain.

Even in the case of visual tracking there are several logical or

decisional functions involved, for example,

"* Is the stimulus "interesting" or important? Are its
parameters of movement and conformation matched to certain

"filters" in the brain which monitor the available
information?

"• Should the stimulus, even if interesting, be tracked at
all, given the constellation of other factors noncerning
the internal and exterm±J state of the body?

"* If the decision is made to track, by what mode and with
what precision should the action be undertaken?

We know, in answer to the first question, that several areas of the

brain receiving polysensory input receive highly specific kinds of sensory

information. Indeed, specific neurons in the reticular formation, superior

colliculus, and cerebral cortex appear capable of responding only to highly

.specialized kinds of stimuli (Refs. 106, 110 -112!) which are of great

natural importance to survival; for example, in the detection of prey or

predators. Their ability to react selectively to certain kinds of stimuli

("property filtering") provides the physiological basis for the detection

of, and the focusing of attention on, such stimuli in preference to

unimportant or neutral events, and for the alerting of appropriate areas

for response initiation.

It is also obvious that a process such as visual tracking, unlike

respiratory or cardiovascular control, is not entirely obligatory or

involuntary, but involves logical start and stop decisions. In humans this

in apparently a cortical function, and with damage to certain cortical

areas neurological patients are unable to track a stimulus unless commanded

to do so or are unable to "let go" of the object, i.e., they cannot stop

the tracking operation (Ref. 113).*

*Behavior anal3gous to this has also been observed in hand-grasping of

objects by monkeys with pyramidal tract lesions (Ref. 81).
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Finally, if the decision is made to track, what mode should be used?

The colliculus is capable of generating signals which cause the eyes to

turn appropriately, but there are alternate pathways available to it

which can initiate head-turning or body-turning (Refs. 114, 115). In

some cases the mode of output is even dependent on the detection and

recognition process. For example, humans generally cannot voluntarily

generate a smooth constant-velocity eye movement unless they are tracking

a target moving with that velocity. Moreover, it may be necessary to

transfer the tracking operation in whole or in part to other effector

systems, and in the case of. manual control, for example, the process of

visual tracking is essentially deferred to muscles of the arm and hand

which are not intrinsically related to eye movement at all. But this

again requires a prior logical decision; hence it is important to bear

in mind the vast difference between compensatory tracking of a visual

stimulus with the oculomotor apparatus and compensatory tracking with

some manually controlled device. We now know that this latter task can

be performed by primates (Ref. 116), but there is no evidence that lower

animals can do this.

Thus, while the mechanisms for accurate pure-gain types of tracking

behavior exist at suocortical levels, they are subject to an increasingly

complex hierarchy of logical decision-making structures and it is likely

that the cerebral cortex is increasingly involved, in an evolutionary

sense, in precisely those metacontroller functions.

Moreover, in contrast to the situations considered above in which

tracking behavior occurs in response to time-varying or random sensory

signals, there is a decisive need for the nervous system to be able to

initiate motor commands from internal sourcr:s and to predict the future

behavior of the external world so that appropriate motor action can be

initiated in advance of, instead of in response to, certain stimuli. It

seems likely that the cerebral cortex is indispensable for such precogni-

tive or predictive control of movement in which, in effect, complex trackable

stimuli are internally generated.

As a basis for such a process, we assume that the cortex, in conjunc-

tion with other brain centers, has considerable ability to learn or store
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complex sensor. patterns, to synthesiLe complex patterns out of simpler

patterns, and finally to transfer stored sensory patterns to motor centers

where they can be "tracked."

There is now good evidence, based on studies of the ability of the

nervous system to transfer learned information from one half of the brain

to the other, that some complex sensory and motor patterns are indeed

stored at cortical levels. Transfer of visual pattern recognition activity,

for example, is dependent on an intact visual receptive cortex. Manual

skills, on the other hand, are very poorly learned, from purely visual

experience, and acqaisition of skill seems rather to depend on somatic

sensory input from the limbs and cannot be transferred from one hemisphere

to the other without both somatic sensory and motor cortices (Ref. 104).

Thus, we see a functional requirement for the cortex in the execution

of complex pattern generation. In view of this we may conceive of predic-

tive tracking as involving neuromuscular following, not of the immediate

sensory input, but rather of a cortically generated signal which is perhaps

only intermittently compared with the direct sensory input.

While conceivably the ability of the cortex to generate signals may

be unlimited, it is clearly capable of generating linear and sinusoidal

signals. On the other hand, certainly in humans the nature of the cortex

is revealed in terms of its ability to generate symbolic patterns, e.g.,

those associated with speech production. This might be considered a

special case oi" neuromuscular tracking of an internally generated "auditory"

signal. The number of basic motor pattern elements available for this task

is not clear, but apparently it is finite and a function of the particular

language. There is now some evidence that the continuous "predictive mode"

output involved in speech involves sequential synthesis of blocks of out-

put of syllable length, i.e., in blocks of output requiring about 200 ms of

activity (Ref. 117). This is also approximately the period required, in

certain eye movement studies, before additional visual information is pro-

cessed (Ref. 24); and also correlates with the minimum period for attention-

switching from one modality to another, and appears to be the minimum period

required for a reaction time task and for altr.;rration of repetitive mntor

activity. One model has been proposed in which these blocks are called up
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and sequenced by the cortex, and then transferred to subcortical

cente.rs prior to execution while the next block is being assembled

cortically (Ref. 117).

In short, what is being suggested here is that, while a considerable

number of skilled or stereotyped movement patterns and even the capacity

to track may be potentially available at a subcortical level, the more

complex patterns may be generated in the cortex. The subcortical patterns

may be triggered or suppressed by the. cortex, in which case the function

of the cortex might be the execution of complex data-processing operations

and operations of a logical character. These would include, among others,

the following kinds of functions which are presently recognized by neuro-

physiologists as involving higher neuronal centers:

"* Pattern recognition involving space and time

"* Attention,* input channel selection and switching, arousal

"* Detection

"* Output mode selection, including rapid modification of
subcortical and spinal circuits

"* Symbolic referencing

"* Prediction

"* Time estimation

These functions, in man, actually occupy the sphere of activity called
"consciousness." They are not at all well developed in other animals."

2. Timing Relations in Suprampiml Control

When the coitex is involved in the elaboration of a motor response,

we have only scanty amounts of information about the way it participates.

Most of this, in fact, only gives us some clues as to the timing sequence

involved.

*There is some evidence that "attention-switching" nay require intact
loops to the cerebellum.

"•For example, in the monkey thiere is no evidence of any predictive
ability in eye movement ccntrol when cracking a periodically moving
target (Ref. 118).
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In a recently reported series of experiments, monkeys were conditioned

by standard operant techniques to perform some simple manual responses

such as lever-pushing for a food-reward when presented with a particular

visual stimulus (Ref. 86). Single neurons in the motor cortex with axons

in the pyramidal tract were observed before and during the presentation

of the stimulus and the subsequent motor response. It was found that those

units which showed a change in firing pattern prior to the hand movement

showed it only in response to a visual stimulus when the hand movement

followed, i.e., cells responded if and only if the stimulus succeeded in

eliciting the conditioned response. Apparently the decision process occurs

not later than this stage and very likely occurs earlier.

For these neurons there was a high correlation between the latency of

the cell response and the latency of the motor response as measured by the

EMG or total reaction time. The minimum latency of these cells to a light

flash was 100 ms, corresponding to a total reaction time of 180 ms, which

is quite :"Drt for a monkey (whose usual response t!.me is between 275 ms

and 400 ms). Thus an observed minimum response latency of a cortical cell,

in response to a light flash, might be 120 ms; the EMG latency (of the

contralateral hand) might be 170 ms, and the reaction time 220 ms.

Similar reaction time experiments have been performed with humans in

which the latency (response delay) of the visual cortex to the .visual

stimulus was measured (by me-ans of the cha-acteristic wave which appears

in the EEG recotded over the visual areas). Also measured was the total

time from the stimu2.us onset to the beginning of the peripheral EMG response.

Corresponding to the time of onset of activity in pyramidal tract cells of

the motor co-tex, there appears in the motor area EEG a recognizable wave

which has been termed the "motor potential" (Refs. 119, 120). This appears

only when a voluntary motor response is actual4y :ade. It appears 50-150 is

prior to first sign of motor activity in the limbs, and reaches a peak during

maximum muscle activity. From the evidence presented, we can construct a

rough timing diagram of the sequerce of events following a conditicaal

stimulus and leading to a motor response (see Fig. 46).'

*There is considerable evidence also that the total reaction time may
vary by 5-10 irs, depending on the phas'e of the alpha rhythn. of th- FEG
at which the stimulus is presented (Ref. 1I2).
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In this section we have summarized experimental results from

several areas of neurophysiology which may be helpful in suggesting

prototypes of brain organization that underly adaptive behavior in

the human. While the examples chosen may indicate the limited and

tentative character of even the most sophisticated conclusions available

from the physiological laboratory, they have been offered in the convic-

tion that as models they are indispensable to the further thinking and

experimentation of the engineer who wishes to understand and interpret

overall behavior in terms of the unitary elements of the neuromuscular

system and the brain. In this respect, the necessity of the engineer

to study the models of the physiologist mirrors the growing awa.eness

on the part of the physiologist that systems engineering concepts r.nd

models and studies of adaptive motor performance in humans can provide

key insights into the often intractable complexities of brain structures

and components. The present chapter clearly reflects the mutual influence

of these two disciplines and, we believe, offers a real basis fo.0 the

optimistic view that the world of macroscopic observation of human per-

formance and the microscopic world of the neurophysiologist can be

unified. The connecting link is thr. constraint that appropriate

ensembles of microscopic elements must yield behavior that can explain

macroscopic performance.
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SECTION VIII

A SIWLE TEST FOR OPMATLITY

A. INTRODCTION

This section and Section IX describe methods for determining the

quantities which may be minimized by the human operator in tracking tasks,

i.e., his criteria for optimality. Only quadratic criteria are considered.

As explained in Ref. 123, optimality with respect to such criteria implies

optimality with respect to many other criteria for systems forced by sta-

tionary random-appearing Gaussian inputs. The present section describes

a simple test for optimality which requires only information about the

mean-squared values of input signal, controller response, system response,

and system erzor, where "error" is defined as the difference between the

actual system response and a "desired" response. The desired response is

identical to the input signal in the tracking tasks considered here. The

test yields a quadratic criterion for which the describing function is

optimal; but it does not give the describing function of the optimum

system in literal or numerical terms.

Section IX uses a more complicated procedure to identify not only the

criterion, but asls• the optimal describing function. The criterion is

farther generalized to include cross-product terms.

These sections represent two different (but by no means mutually

exclusive) ways of solving essentially the same problem. Future progress

in the quest for human operator ),timiLation criteria may well involve 6

combinlation of both approaches. It is therefore important that projected

measurement programs take into account the data requirements for the

application of each technique.

B. - TEST FOR OFTIMAL=TY

This subsection describes a simple test for optimality, applicable to

systems forced by stationary random inputs, e.g., the human op-rator in

some tracking tasks. The test has thi advantage that it does not require

r(i •'uIntLon of the describing- function of the -system.



If the system satisfies the criterion

m&inimum e2+ kc2)

where k is a constant, e is the difference between the desired response,

md, and the actual system response, m, and c is the controller output as

in Fig. 47, with the wavy bars denoting averaged values, then the follow-

ing relationship is satisfied:

e2= ý- m2 -2kc 2  (46)

A proof is given in the appendix. For k =0 (the Wiener system), proofs

have been given by Lee (Ref. 124) and others.

1. Application of the Test

We shall illustrate the application of Eq. 46 to human pilot behavior

in both pursuit and compensatory tracking tasks with a stationary random

forcing function. In tracking tasks the desired response, md, is equal

to the input signal i, hence in Fig. 47, F = F .* Because Eq. 46 does

not require any information regarding the system structure other than

the transfer function of the controlled element., it is not necessary to

specify the feedbacks used by the pilot. Thus in Fig. 47, HJ represents

Series
Controller System

r C m
r H J G m

+

Figure 47. General Formulation of System

'The riotnt;nr of Fig. 4'i is explained in the appendix.
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the transfer function of an equivalent series controller which produces

the same Oic cross spectrum as the human pilot, given the sa;, inpuL

signal, i, and uncorrelated noise, nj, the latter representing the rem-

nant. Figure 47 therefore can represent either pursuit or compensatory

tracking.

In Fig. 47 the remnant, ni, haa been referred to the input. This is

purely for convenience; Eq. 46 is not affected by the choice of injection

point for the remnant.

The derivation of Eq. 46 assumes that both i and ni are stationary.

This condition may be only approximately satisfied in actual tracking

tests. The proportion of the remnant that is stationary depends on the

controlled element. For pure gain controlled elements (as in the tests

described below) Ref. 18 concludes that the .Pmnant is mainly composed

of stationary noise.

The data graphed in Fig. 48 are taken from tests (Ref. 18) on a human

operator tracking a -ieries of inputs generated by randomly phased sine

waves to approximate a stationary random Gaussian signal vith an aug-

menred rectangular spectrum. One set of inputs was identical to those

of Ref. 12 with ten component frequencies. The amplitudes of the lowest

six, seven, or eight frequencies were set equal, for cutoff frequencies

designated as ai = 1.5, 2.5, and 4.0 rad/sec, respectively, in Fig. 48.

The ampli 4tudes of the frequsncies greater tilan cai were zet to one-tenth

of that of the low frequencies. Th- input designated R14 comprised ten

equal-amplitude sine waves with fre.quencies ranging from 0.314 to

14.03 rad/sec. The B5 input was similar, except that the four highest

frequencies (starting at 4 .2,_ rad/sec) were attenuated 10 db. T•he rms

value of each input was I in. deflection on the CRT display. For the

tracking task these inputs were equal to the "desired response," md.

The data given in Ref. 18 include mean-squared values of E- in display

inches and c in degrees of stick deflection, but not m. However, for the

:ase when the controlled element was a pure gain it. in ersy te obtn.in rn,

llsis,! M KrC, where Kc( = 1 i . display per 60 ntick.
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Figure 4,• illustrates E)/d2 gRphed against, m/ ii'. It is sef:

measured ,erf'ornirice is close to optimum, in the Wiener ieliue, I . e.

(The term "-lose" is aefined more precisely below.)

The most significant and interesting region of Fig. 48 from the stand-

poixnt of criteria is the "knee" of the graph where c 2 /i 2 is relatively

large, e.g., greater than 0.10. As we shall show shortly, in this region

the Wiener system is quite critically defined (as opposed to the region

where e 2 /i 2 is small, where almost any reasonable system car) closely

approach the Wiener performance). Figure 48 also illustrates Eq. 46

graphed for k--0.1 and -0.1. To achieve the most compact presentation,

k has been made dia,enslonless by normalizing c such that for the pure gain

controlled element considered here, Yc =Kc--I. That is, the units of c

have been referred to the displacement of n observed at the display. To

make this clear, consider the criterion

Minimum (E + kc2

k =1 implies that equal weight is attached to mean-squared values of E of

1 in. 2 (I in. difference between i and m on the display) and to mean-

squared values of c equal to the square of the steady-state value of' c

that would produce a steady deflection of 1 in. at the m display.

The foregoing discussion will be extended later when .e co:,sider

controlled elements having dimensions which involve time, e.g., K/s and

K/s 2 . With k normalized as indicated above, Yc =1 for the data of Fig. 4,1,

c =m, and hence k can be found (see Table XIV) from Eq. 47 modif.ied for c = m

as follows:
E2 m2

1 - (1 +2K)i- (14)
121

Because of the limited accuracy of the data measurement and reduction,

the calculation of k to an accuracy closer than about *0.0 i ri :ot mean-

ingful. Within tais restriction, it appears that for comperisntiory diujIsymy

the human operator is essentially optimal in the Wiener sense lor the pure

gain controlled element Kc 1 . The pursuit data show a sm! I but de'ririte

tendency for iiegative k.



TABLE XTV

COMPIUTATIOfl OF k FOR PURE GAIN CONTROLLED ELEMFNTr, Y. = 1
(Data graphed in Fig, 45)

INDIVIDUAL RUNS

Input Display e2/j2 I /- 721j-7 k

R14 c O.-6( 0.35 0.293 +0.097
R14 p 0.675 0.325 0.415 -0.11

B5 c 0.24 0.76 0.71 +0.055

B5 p 0.285 0.715 0.86 -0.085

ai = 4.0 c 0.08 0.92 i.04 -0-0575
a•i = 4.0 p 0.122 0.878 0.97 -0.0475

i-• =2.5 c 0.05 0.95 0.97 -0.01

Ia) = 2 .5 p 0.0,52-2 O. 9668 I.14 -0.075

a~i = 1.5 c 0.0415 0.9585 1.02 -0.03

=ia =1.5 p 0.02jý O..j765 1.14 -0.07

___ __AVERAGED RESULTS

Display Mean k RWvE Deviation Mean Absolute
_____Deviation

Pursuit -0.0775 0.021 0.016

Compensatory +0.0069 0.054 0.O471

2. The Us. n Interpret~ation of the Test Results

The formula for the optimum transfer function is derived assuming that

the signal and remnant are Luaffected by small variations from the optI.mum

transfer function. This assumption is supported by the experimental data

of Refs. 18 and 12% which show that for pure gain controlled elements the

remnant referred to the pilot's input varies very little with signal band-

width and amplitude. (The test equation, Eq. 46, holds provided the remnant.

is constant, iLrespective of whether it is referred to i, c, or m.)

The results can therefore be used to estimate the human pilot describing

fUnction by calculating the minimum (:2 +kc 2 ) system, the transfer function

of which it given at the beginning of the Appendix (Eq. A-i). The data

required are:



0 An expre3sion for the nonminimum phase part of the human
operator describing function, associated with his time
delay, T, assumed to be invariant with the remainder of
his describing function, and usually represented by a
Pads approximation.

• The spectrum of the tracking signal expressed as (or approxi-

mated by) an algebraic function of (jcn) which is factorable
in the Wiener-Hopf sense.

0 The spectrum of the remnant, sim2.3arly expressed. (To use

Eq. A-I directly the remnant should be referred to the
signal, i, but Eq. A-I can be reformulated if 4t is more
convenient to refer the remnant to c or m.)

The interpretation of the value of k requires care. For k= 0 the part

of the .ilot's output linearly correlated with i certainly minimizes E2.

But we cannot conclude that the pilot as a whole is minimizing c2 because

a smaller value of 62 would certainly be attained if he retained the same

describing function but eliminated his remnant. Only if we regard Onni as

fixed (an assumption which, as noted above, is realistic for the Yc= Kc

data of Refs. 12 and 18, where Onni = 0 nne because of the compensatory

display) can we claim that the pilot as a whole is minimizing c2. Note

that the instructions given to the pilot state that he is to "move the

stick to keep the error small." Since for Gaussian inputs this is equiva-

lent to demanding minimum e2 (see p. 27 of Ref. 123), we should expect

experimental results to indicate a value of k close to zero. Reference 126

describas experiments in which a pilot was instructed to minimize C2 + kc 2 .

His behavior varied with the value of k. Unfortunately, m2 data are not

obtainable for the tests of Ref. 126, and Eq. 46 therefore cannot be applied

to check the actual value of k against that used in the instructions.

For k > 0 the argument of the preceding paragraph can be repeated,

replacing 62 by 62 + kc 2 . Similar considerations apply for k < 0, but it

must be noted that large negative values of k are inadmissible because of

stability limitations on the optimum system transfer function. These

restrict- IkI for k < 0 to the value that would cause the optimum system

transfer function (Eq. A-i) to be unstable.
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3. Sensitivity of the Test

The sensitivity of the test formula has been investigated by applying

it to two series of systems, one optimal in the Wiener Sense (k = 0) and

the other deliberately constructed to be nonoptimal for k = 0.

The input signal spectrum assumed is 0ij = I/(I + oa), the noise

(remnant) spectrum is )nni = a2/(I + u2/100), and the desired response,

md, is equal to the signal. Both signal and noise enter at the same

point, as in Fig. 47. The parameter m is the ratio of the dc levels of

noise to signal. The nonoptinal systems were produced by modifying the

Wiener system transfer function, which is calculated, in Ref. 127 as

11 1 + -j-

HO(W,) =10 x 10 ,

1 + a 2 + ( + .2)(a2 + 10) ( 1 + Ma r,+ )

The nonoptimal systems have the same gain, but no equalization, i .e., the

transfer function is
11

H(Jm)nonopt = (49)

1 + m2 + 1( +C.2) (m2+"1 )

Figure 49 compares the Wiener and nonoptimal systems. For the test to be

of practLcal value, the graph of 72/je versus m/1 2 of the nonoptima. system

should depart appreciably from the graph of the test formula. As shown in

Figure 49, for g2 /i 2 > 0.1 the graphs become quite dissimilar, and there

is a wide spread in the location of points on each graph corresponding to

a given noise/signal ratio. Of course only one range of nonoptimal system-s

has been tested here, and there is no limit to the number that could be

examined. However, Fig. 49 does provide at leart a preliminary indication

that the test formula is of adequate sensitivity in the interesting region

where even for the optimum system E2 /1 2 > 1.

13
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C. APPUI"ATZOI 01f TU TNST TO K./s AND N/al 0O OLUM SZUUM S

111t 1101 011A'iI'i'w 1' i on v ~101401,111 111 he ft) 11di fl t 01 of' li'q, 4( to fi,, t ~k ig

The*'e dtia wai'* %mkot 1'rtun Hot'. 1 ?, Thr otije Iut r wto~ tile' ti'AmI7 fl.A tjhft. 1%11,

cla YO -K~, daitm, A j'i4iol wii hiightliljtan axperience on ly,. Al i wit' t-li

pl~vi,110 eAmined toolse Q1n YO - KQ, vikaor of' wor'- riot- rtioordrd. $4~cnuie'

of' I ho nworv (lowp icA t d natuie Lit' Lila o'itriu lled aeleni~lt & thure' In 11o why

t-O tledue nrý klowir ng y 0111 Q, 'da arid it, It eau t~harlo~re necononry to

rerun the tapes.' o i., oil up arid m which were tmahte during the tentst~ of' Fef. Pi~.

S3omu 41 ncrepaoinolt vtro noto'd botwotl thle a'runl And Origt ni' (Aftatft Ihw'Ol

mnult otn r Kt!/& arid KA ountral lot. e.omontur must. theoroforo br, roegardvd

1.Resul~ts

The ro~tiuee'd data are listed in Table XV. Approprintte experimentailly

obtAinod values or' 9 A- are graphed versua m"i'- in Fig. ')0. Note that

due to difficutaitic with thle tapt? readout equipment,, cc; was not. available-

onl all ruans* Consequently, k couJId not be ca~loulated via Eq. 4t) for all

2. Inte~rpreation of Results

PA~gure ')0 shows that the data points do niot, In generalp satisfy the

relationship e2  iZ 1 2-M. Thus the system is riot tending towards the

Wiener optimumi. The valueu of k required to fit the more gerieral equation

C ý1 m 2c have been calculated where possible, and are listed in

the right volumn of T~ibit' n. For Y~ /2 the X'se for compensatory

tratcking were -0.10',, and -).0-02, --0.108, and -0.09,32 (me~an k ý -. 1027);

for pi.,rsuit, -0-07483 and -0.06M5r" (mean k =-0.717). The uverall tnt-en !s

X -- 00907.

Figure 51 is a "carpet" illustrating the deviation of the experimental
2 12 M2 2 42

results f'rom the formula C2 -2 m -2kc 2 with k -0.09 sece forY,5/



TAIJI )' XV

1'- 6K ii'.ANT) '"' D2ATA

$ RLIN NO. YO, P' ~/ P P/! /i~

1 04+& 0,-1 40. '),j O .V t6 0 .t4 5 O .2u , 1 .1 •. .2 ,tv , - , ..O j a. ec 4

2? O.~364-3.,2 e0,26i-,o~4 2 0.44. 0,).5' 0.1 oi 1.51 2.10 -0.108 se 4
a=.-

3 042764-15 0-2 1,-') 0.074) 0.2b8 N. A. 0.280 1.11 N.A. N.A.

4 042764-16 7•- p 0.253 O.O5o2 0.24u N.A. 0.235 0.95 N.A. N.A.

5 04ý7b4-l7 - - p 0.2465 O.O586 0.210 N.A. 0.259 0.85 N.A. N.A.

6 042764-13 8 p 0.241+i 0m.368 0.232 N.A. 0.265 0.96 N.A. N.A.

7 04oN63s- c 0.2415 o.o4,) o.3I4 0.46 o.20o 1.3 1 . 91 -0.51 sec 2

8 042 9 64-2 t• c 0.25 0.206 0.51 2.2 0.824 2.04 8.7 -0.107 sece

9 042964-,5 -2 c 0.25 0.194 0.49 2.12 0.77' '.96 A.4, -0.102 sec 4

10 042964-4 -2 p 0.25 0.i54 0.564 1.79 0.615 1.46 7.16 -0.074,q e,4

11 042964-5 - p 0.25 0.132 0.28 1.18 0.523 1.12 4.71 -0.06P SseeI
s 2

I

The dimensions of i, e. and m are inches of deflection on the sk:ope.
The scale of c is adjusted to be the same as the scale of m for
Y 1. Note that the dimensions of k equal the dimensions of ly'l 2 .
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(This k represents a rounded-off value of the above mean k: with these

data, accuracy of more than one significant figure in the determination

of k should not be expected.) The "carpet" may be regarded as a projec-

tion of the three-dimensional graph of e 2 /i 2  m 1- + 0.i8(c2 /i 2 )

with the m2/i• and c/i axes projected to match the horizontal scales

shown, and the e2/i 2 vertical scale. The advantage of this form of

presentation is that it permits linear interpolation between the lines

of constant m2 /i 2 and constant • For the / and c2/i2 scales

to be applicable, such interpolation must be made horizontally.

The length of each arrow on Fig. 51 indicates the divergence of the

appropriate experimental data point from the formula

62/ 1-. (m2 /i 2 ) + O.18(c 2 /i 2 )

for the controlled element Yc 5/s2. It is logical to inquire how the

previously obtained data for Yc = I would fit this formula. For this

simple controlled element, c = m and the fit could be demonstrated by

drawing an additional line in Fig. 48 corresponding to k = -0.09.

However, to obtain a more direct comparison with the Kc/s 2 data, Fig. 52

has been prepared, This is an extension of Fig. 51 showing the points

graphed on Fig. 48 that correspond to the higher bandwidth inputs R14,

B5, and w1 = 4. Note that the deviation from the formula is of the same

order as the deviation in e2 /12 due to uncertainties in the measurement

of this quantity, and 72/12. For example, in Fig. 48, for the R14 com-

pensatory case, 2/i2 lies between 0.25 and 0.38. Thus, in Fig. 52,

m2 /i 2 and hience C / 2 lies within an "ellipse of uncertainty" or,

the mý/i , c2/i2 plane, as shown. From Fig. 48, E2/i2 for this

point is between 0.62 and 0.67. The area between these two levels

is shaded in Fig. 52. Note that this area almost intersects the ellipse

of uncertainty. This Indicates that the deviation of the experimental

data point from the formula only slightly exceeds the deviation that

would be expected due to the uncertainties in data measurement.

As with the Yc - Kc data, it is necessary to assume that the spectrum

of the remnant referred to the input is cons~ant for the test tc be a valid
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indication that the pilot is minimizing c2 +kc 2 . The experimental remnant

data of Fig. 61 of Ref. 12 indicate that the variation of onne with aO)i is

slight. Quoting Ref. 12, "...the spread present is probably as indicative

of run-to-run variability as it is of any Dnne dependence on forcing func-

tion bandwidth." Figure 64 of Ref. 12 shows a similarly small variation of

Dnne with large changes in controlled elements. Reference 12 concludes,

"...the mnjor effect of' (controlled element) variation on the remnant is as

much intersubject as inter-controlled-element." Thus it is concluded that

with controlled elements of the form Kc/s2 the human operator acts in such a

fashion that C2 +kc 2 is minimized, where k is about -0.09 sec .

D. APPLICATION OF TIM TEST TO LOZIITUDIL BNORT-PUIOD CO!U3OL

Reference 128 describes fixed-base simulator compensatory tracking tests

in which the pilot was required to track a commanded random-appearing pitch

angle. This was the sole input and was intended to represent target motion.

The input was generated by sums of randomly phased sine waves such that the

spectrum was essentially flat, extending from w = 0.157 to w = 1 rad/sec,

with a high frequency shelf from w = 1 to w = 11 rad/sec. The run length

was 4 min. The transfer function of the controlled element was

(8 (s + o. 585)

s[s2+ 2(0-397)(0.764)s+ (0.764)2]

The data required for the test formula,

CM2 c2
•-- - I - - 2k

12

are tabulated In Table XVI.
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TABLE XVI

VALUES OF k FOR LONGITUDINAL SHORT-PERIOD CONTROL

RU O- 1'2 -,2 m-2 c-2k

;2 C ik
RUN NO. "- )2 (5],)2 (sec 4

deg 2  deg 2  deg2  (deg/sec)
2

670127-15 4.64 0.80 6.00 39.1 -0.0279

A 670127--,6 4.61 0.96 6.14 25.2 -o.o495

670127-17 4.81 0.98 6.40 38.7 -0.0332

670202-I6 4.15 0.714 5.2c) 18.7 -O.04•45

B 670202-17 4.19 0.789 5.31 18.0 -0.0530

670202-18 4.27 0.717 5.56 2 1. 5 -0.0o4i)

Both operators were highly experienced commercial pilots. It Is

noteworthy that Pilot B obtained the lower 4, despite the fact t ha, his

jkj was farther removed from zero. This implies that his remniazt 1,ower

referred to his output, mn. must be lower. This is con., rmed by exami-

nation of the Onrl spectra which show very little variation from nai to

run, but indicate a difference between the p1 lots' Onlic. whicti is about,

6 db lower for Pilot B at frequencies above about 25 rad/sec. The ¢'r4

apectra for both pilots were closely similar nt lower •'r'rpuebc~e.

3. OF 01 iAnU• O ••Z AL 0 L Z•aMM

The mean values for the constant in the epern'ourmac cpr •.ni'm ,r,

sufrlaried in Thble XVII.



TABLE XVII

MEAN EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF k

COI1L PURSUIT COMPENSATORY

ELLEMNT
Average Deviation Average Deviation

YcMean Mean

rms Absolute rms Absolute

1 -0.0773 0.021 0.01 6 +O.OO69 0.054 0.0471

5/s 2  -0.0717sec 4 0.0032 0.0031 -0.1027 sec4 0.00586 0.00496

1/s -0.131 sec 2  One run only

S~Pilot Al A-0.0369 
sec4 0.00917 0.00843(ig/b)sp

Pilot B _-0.0498 

sec4 0.00238 0.0020(

1. OOZIOUUZO

Systems forced by stationary random inputs my be tested for optimality

with respect to the criterion of minimum (e2 +k; 2 ) by applying the follow-

ing formula (Eq. 46):

where md the desired system resp)onse

m = the actual uystem response

c the controller output

f m -md

The derivation of Eq. 46 assumes that the system Is forced by a signal and

noise, both of which (1) have no first-orer dependence on the input, and



(2) are stationary and random. The application of Eq. 4b to tracking

tests involving human operators requires these conditions to be satis-

fied to the accuracy compatible with the inevitable run-to-run variations.

In this regard the critical input component is the remnant, because the

forcing function is controlled to be random-appearing and stationary

(within the limits imposed by finite run length). For pure gain con-

trolled elements the princJ i component of the remnant, Onne, is sta-

tionary noise, which shows only slight variation with controlled element

gain. For other controlled elements, nunstationary transfer effects

appear to be more significant., and the remnant is strongly dependent on

the controlL~d element. Reviewing the available data in the light of

the above considerations, it is concluded that Eq. 46 should be used

with caution unless the remnant is small or the mean-squared error due

to nonstationary effects is small compared to that due to the stationary

remnant component and the fixed delays of the human operator.

For most controlled elements small negative values of k were obtained

(Table XVII). The k values deduced from the Kc/s and Kc/S 2 controlled

elements are provisional because of discrepancies noted in the experi-

mental dat~a, resulting in some uncertainty about the values of m2.

The consistent trend toward negative k, and the invariance of the

remnant spectrum, Pnne, implies that the pilot could achieve a smaller

mean-squared tracking error, C2, if he was less eager to move the stick.

It may therefore be worthwhile conducting fui'ther investigations to see

if this can be achieved by a change in inatructions and/or display. The

numerical values of k measured in units of seconds vary remarkably little

with changes in controlled element However, because of the dimension-

ality of k, it must not be interpreted as a "universal constant" valid

for all controlled elements.
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SECTION DX

THE IN10RE OPTIMAL COMWL APPROACH

Currently the quasi-linear human pilot describing function is adapted

to a given controlled element by using verbal adjustment rules. These

require a certain engineering artistry to apply effectively. Interest in

the inverse optimal control problem stems from a desire to alleviate this

difficulty by obtaining a more concise mathematical statement of these

rules. Identification of a performance index which represents the essen-

tial criterion for pilot adaptation would provide such a statem.ent of

rules. The derived performance index would be most useful if it had some

invariant properties for a broad spectrum of controlled elements, but even

if this voere not the case tLae indices would be an interesting alternate

means for considering human operation.

A. COM0'BS ON THE INVERSE OPTIMAL COOPIOL PROBLEM

Briefly, the inverse optimal control problem is that of finding the

conditions (or performance index) under which a -,iven system is optimal.

Kalman considered this problem at length in Ref. 129. In development of

the solution, Kalman uses constraints such that any system synthesized

using the performance index found from the inverse problem will produce

F_ ctable system. Stability is assured via Lyapunov's Second Method, so

the constraints are svuficient rather than necessary; in fact, the restric-

tions are usually overly conservative. In that case, the class of allowable

optimal systems is re-tricted to those for which no element of the cost is

allowed to assume negative values. This restriction affects the ability

to find the performance index for many stable systems which are otherwise

optimal. In particular, negative values of some terms in the performance

index can exist for some stable linear constant-coefficient regulat.or

systems yielding good performance. Furthermore, these systems have a

miJnimum performance measure and can thus be considered to be optimal as

long as the cost is a real number.

Obermayer and Muckler (Ref. 130) have considered applying the theory

of the inverse optimal control problem to identify that performance index
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which' a pilot "must" be satisfying in a given continuous compensatory

control task. They were dissatisfied with their results largely because

negative values of the cost were a distinct possibility in a large number

of instances. Reference 129 shows that second-order optimal control
systems with positive costs of the form - + Xu2 (where x is a state vari-

able and u the control variable) tend to have damping ratios, ý, greater

than 11/2V . Smaller damping ratios can result from performance indices

like x2 +a +Xu 2 , where m < 0, thereby contributing a negative cost

increment. Now, the human pilot in a compensatory tracking system behaves

such that the dominant closed-loop poles of the closed-loop describing

function for the system have damping ratios on the order of 0.2-. Thus,

those factors which discouraged Obermayer and Muckler really seem to indi-

cate that the overrestrictive Lypunov sufficiency condition should be

replaced by a necessary P.nd sufficient condition on the performance index

for stability of the optimal system. The question of stability as implied

by the performance index will not be a prime concern here, since the
stability of optimal linear ccnstant-coefficient systems is clearly evident

upon solution of the direct problem. Negative cost components will be

allowed in the following analysis without immediate regard for stability.

Obermayer and Muckler also assumed that off-diagonal terms in the
performance index matrix are zero. This assumption was apparently made so

that numerical solutions for the remaining coef_ cients of the -perforxn~ce

index could be obtained for each controlled elcmtrnt. This approach can be

made more general if the off-diagonal terms in the performance index are not

arbitrarily set to zero. Then a single performance index can be found that

is invariant for several different controlled elements. If the "different

controlled elements" are chosen to span the spectrum of controlled elements

controllable by the pilot, then it seems plausible that this criterion

would apply for intermediate controlled elements in the spectrum also.

The foregoing possibilities are explored in greater detail in the
following discussion. Considered in turn are the use of time domain tech-

niques, the use of frequency domain techniques for "discovering" the human

pilot's performance index, and a current estimate of results that may be

obtained through these techniques.
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Time domain techniques appear to be useful in the current context

mainly for the purpose of demonstrating that the approach which retainn

off-diagonal terms in the performance index matrix is feasible. Actual

solution via this technique appears impractical except when numerical

evaluations of performance index coefficients are desired. A:gebraic

expressions for performance index coefficients are much preferred because

of the additional insights which can be gleaned. Thus, the time domain is

ultimately abandoned for the frequency domain.

1. Deveopme t

The time domain approach to the inverse optimal problem is developed

by Kalman in Ref. 129. The essential relationships are summarized below

for the general problem.

Plant (nth order): x = Ax + u (50)

Performan ý index: 2J = fc(X + 2r' u + u2 ) dt (51)
0

Optimal control law: uo = (52)

u = the scalar control variable

x = the state vector of plant (n X1)

r = a vector of performance index coefficients (nx 1)

k = the optimal vector of feedback gains (n x 1)

h = an nXl vector

A = an nxn matrix

Q = an n x n symmetric matrix of performance index coefficients
( )' = transpose of matrix

The inverse optimal control problem is:

Given Eqs. 50 and 52, find Q and r for which J is minimum

Solution: Q and r satisfy the equations

r + Pb = k (53)

Q + PA + A'P = kk' (5h)

P =. an unknown ri x n symmetric matrix called the "payof•
matrix"

I Ib



i ! il, l em ftr firs-Ofter {Pumts (a. i)

To illustrate the general approach, presume that we nave daL- For two

Irsut-order systems, each of which is Qnsideree Lo be an optiml system

derived by minimizing the performance Index, 2J. In this case we know the

plants, A, and An (na my bL set equal to uniLy without loss oIf significant

generality), aiid the Qontroller gains, kj ar" k2. (Because the systems are

.i'rst-order. all qu~uut1les are secalars.) The problem is to find the per-
formance index coefficients Q and r for which the two systems are optimal.

In this scalar case P my be easily eliminated from Eqs. 53 and 1A,

giving givking- 2A,(k,- r) kj - 2A2(k 2-r) 01))

k2 2
Solving for r, r k .. + 2(A-1k1 A2k2) (56)

2(Al -A2)

Using this result in Eq. 55 gives
--(A~k-A 2 k) + 2A 1A 2(k 1-k 2 )

(, Ak, 1 A2 (k1 k,Q " A•-'A• •(57)

Values for Q and r given by Eqs. 56 and 57 define the performance index

of the form Eq. ')I, which is a minimum for the two first-order systems

characterized AI ,kI and A2 ,k 2 . This demonstrates that the approach works

in principle.

The characteristics of first-order optimal control systems which

minimize the criterion function

21 f(Qx2;+ 2rxuu)d(53

are summarized below and in Fig. 53:

Optimal control law:

u = -kx where k -- A - (A- )f7 r2) (9

Equ.ivalent open-loop transfer function:

G(s) = k/(s -A) (6o)

Closed-loop inverse time constant:

V '(A-r)7 + ( i_) = A-, (61)

14r,
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Figure 53. a- and j)-Bode Diagram for First-Order Optimal Control System

Let us now apply thes, results to idealizations of the elementary

manual control systems, Yc = Kc/s and Yc = Kc. The approximate human

operator describing function forms appropriate to these controlled elements

are Yp = Kpe- T es and Kpe-Tes/(Tis +1), respectively. If, now, the pure

time delay terms are neglected, and the low frequency first-order lag for

the Yc = Kc case is presumed to be fixed and is transferred to the con-

trolled element, then the systems so idealized fit our first-order optimal

control forxt.

Consider first Yc = Kc/i, which corresponds to A = 0. The optimal

controller gain, k, which includes the controlled element gain, Kc, is

k = KpKc = -V-Q -= - (62)

The basic experimental data from which Q is to be derived will be
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values k, and k2 taken from experiments with two different values of Kc.

By virtue of the wc invariance property of wc-Kc independence (see p. 11),

kl -k 2 ! mc. Consequently Q = 2 r = 0, and the performance measure

underlying systems of this type is

2J = fo 7 (w~x 2 + u 2 )dt (63)

For the second example, Al = (-I/TI)l and A2  (-I/TI) 2 . The experi-

mental data for the wc-Kc independence property still apply, so the

crossover frequency is invariant with Kc changes. As a second category

of experimental data, we appeal to those data from which the equalization

selection and adjustment property, (c), on p. 8 is derived, i.e.,

"IYpYcl >> 1 at low frequencies to provide good low frequency closed-

loop response to system forcing functions." On this basis the low

frequency breakpoints, I/TI and 1/T 1 2 , are much less than the crossover

frequency, so that

k KpI KcI 64
k7 (1/T)t (6)

and

k2 KP2K02  -c(65)

(1/T 1 2 )

Using these relationships in Eqs. 56 and 57, the performance indices are

seen to be
2c r " Cc (66)

and the performance measure is

2J = f ((cx2 + 2wcXU + u 2 )dt (67)

Although these examples are trivially simple, they illustrate the use

of inverse optimal control theory for the evolution of performance indices

which can then be used to establish estimates for other systems without

recourse to the adjustment rules. The two examples also make clear that

the performance criterion to yield an optimal. controller which matches

human operator data is different for each type of plant. For practical

purposes this may not be too awkward, as it seems likely that performance

criteria can be developed f2or classes of plants which lead to rear-:ablý
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good, albeit approximate, estimates for the human controller. For example

one criterion function could be used for those plants which approximate Yc =Kc

in the frequency region about crossover, another criterion for plants which

are nearly Yc= Kc/s in the same region, etc.

3. Pr'oblem in Application

One problem in extending the ideas outlined above is that of dealing

with the large number of algebraic equations implicit I.n Eqs. 53 and 54.

A system of n +1 ~ nn +) scalar linear algebraic equations results for2
each plant/controller combination (i.e., A) b, and k combination) consid-

ered. We seek values of Q.and r which will be invariant for these differ-

ent plant/controller combinations. Thus, n(n+1) +n unknowns arise from Q

and _, and n(n2+) unknowns arise from the P matrix (corresponding to each2

plant/controller combination). If m is the number of plant/controller
combinations considered, then the number of equations and unknowns for az
nth-order plant are given in Table VIIIf. Notice that m' is an integer in
the last column for odd n. When n is odd, m' =m. Because m must be an
integer, when n is even,m is the next lowest integer to m'. The above says
nothing about the existence of a solution of the equations. For a solution
to exist, the determinant of the coefflcients of Eqs. 53 and 54 considered

together must be nonzero. This condition has been met for the very limited

number of cases considered so far in the literature.

TABLE XVIII
REQUIRED EQUATIONS AND UNKNOWNS FOR nTH-ORDER PLANT

m' FOR NUMBER OF EQ.
NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS TO EQUAL

NUMBER OF UNKOWNS

General case of Eq. 56 n(n+3) +n(n+1) n+3
2 2 2

With r4=O n(n+1) + ran(n+1) n+ 1
2 2 2

With qjjO, i•j 2n + m 2n(n+1 2 -2

With rO and qij--6O, iJi n(n+1)
(Case tra._,Ted in Ref. 134) n 2 1

Number of equations (all Mn(n+ 3)
cases) 2
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Clearly, a large number .f equations can be involved even for moderately

small values of n. For n. 1 then m= 2, and there are four equations, for

n= 2 then m'= 2.5 and m= , so there are ten equations. If we take n =3

(which provides a miniral representation of the human pilot situation),

m= 3 for the general case (the only one applicable for our purpose) and

th3 number of equations (and unknowns) is 27. The matter has progressed

beyond the realm of practical analytical solution, although numerical

solution remains a distinct and pactical possibility.

Another difficulty in the application of straightforward and conven-

tional optimal control theory to the generation of estimates for pilot

control behavior is the occasional presence of lags in the pilot model.

Thus, for a fairly general controlled element transfer function,

m = Kc (68)

c d2 s2 + dds + do

the pilot describing function may have the approximate form

c = S -K(--rs +1) (TLS +I) (69)

e (TI,Ns + 1)

where we have approximated pilot time delay by a lead term (-Ts + 1) insteadl

of a Pade. Here c is the actual output of the human operator presuming his

remnant is zero. Because the optimal regulator problem results in a control

law consisting of linear feedbacks of the plant output variable and its

first (n--I) time derivatives, it is more appropriate for the application

of conventional optimal control theory to redefine the plant and controller

as

m Kc
Uo (TI,NS +1)(d 2 s2 +dlS +do) (70)

u° -Kp(-'rs+I)(TLs+I) ; e=-m (71)e

Kc, do, dI, and d2 are controlled element parameters, while Kp, T, TL,

and TI,N are parameters of the pilot describing function. This 'Ws the

procedure adopted previously in the first-order system example for Yc .Kc.
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Recently, Rynaski and Whitbeck (Ref. 131) have shown that the inclusion

of cost-of-control rates in the performance index results in optimal con-

trollers containing lags. Since formulation in terms of Eqs. 70 and 71

amounts to assuming that TI,N is known or can be found by other means,

inclusion of control rates or their equivalent in the performance index and

use of Eq. 68 for definition of the plant seems most appropriate. However,

this does not lead to a reduction in the number of equations that must be

solved simultaneously, and the really fundamental difficulty of dimension-

ality remains. For this reason, the time domain approach is set aside in

favor of frequency domain techniques. The latter offer some promise for

reducing the number of equations which must be solved simultaneously.

The frequency domain formulation for the single-input, single-output

controlled element is the case of interest here. The effect of a random

input generated by shaping white noise with a first-order lag is included

for a small expenditure of effort by taking advantage of the transient

analog concept (see Ref. 123). The development follows the approach used

by Rynaski and Whitbeck in Ref. 131 . It differs from that presented in

Ref. 131 in that frequency-weighted error is 'used in the performance index,

and cross-products between the frequency-weighted error and the control are

included in the performance index (see Ref. 123 ). The former refinement

adnits lags into the optimal controller in much the same manner as cost-of-

control rate terms do in Ref. 1 31 . The advantage of this alternate method

is that existence of the first variation of the performance index on the

control is not crucially dependent on the choice of the random input shaping

filter. The problem is defined according to Fig. 54.

White Noise Wi iI yi

(unit power/,zps)
+e

cM I Y'I

Figure 54. Block Diagram for Frequency Domain Formulation
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where Y = the controlled element transfer function

i = the transient analog of the random input with power
spectral density given by 0ii(w)= wJ/(w2+ W2 )

e = the displayed error

c = the control variable, limb position

m = the controlled element output variable

F = the frequency weighting applied to m and i

The Laplace-transformed equations for the frequency-wcighted variable

and plant are given by

=Yj [oi] [ L c(s) + [i(s)/Fj w(s)c(s) + b(s) (72)
[Y [Y" b F

w(r) -- Y'F b(s) [i )/F
C/F0

and M(s) Ycc(s) (73)

Using Parseval's theorem, the performance index, Eq. 51, is converted

to its frequency domain equivalent, where the state vector of interest is

now [Y] above.

2J = ,-(7?QY + 7.'rc + r'YZ + cý)ds (7)

2jX

where Y = Y(-s), etc, Q and r are weighting coefficients as follows:

q,1 I q12]
=1" r . 21

q12 q2 2 r

Substitute from Eq. 72 to eliminate Y, getting

2J 00 f 0(6? + B)Q(wc 4 b) + (si' +

+ Zr'(wc + b) + •c (75)

'F
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Now, take a variation on c, letting

c = co+ XcI (76)

where co is the optimal control and cI is any arbitrary variation on

the control. Then, that component of 2J, Jc (see for example Ref. 131),

containing the first variation is

+jW
Jc = •- _jW cI (-ý'Qw + r'w + 7w'r + I)c0 + (w'Q + rI)b ds (77)

6 1 +J' Zlz(s)ds (78)

_(j _J00

Ietting Yc(S) = N(s)/D(s), z(s) becomes

zs- N+ r 2 (NF+ ) )+ DFD q1 2 N + rmD1
= _ ]JFDF co + _2 bI (79)

DFDF .D

The q's and r's and the coefficients in F are the
(unknown) coefficients in the performance index

The numerator of the coefficient of co in Eq. 79 is the root-squared locus

expression (Ref. 131). Note that if the order of N(s) is the same or less

than that of D(s), Jc will exist as long as the random input shaping filter

has more poles than zeros.

Solution for the optimal control, co, is obtained by setting Eq. 78 to

zero by the following method. Set z(s) equal to

z(s) --Yc + + (8o)

where the zeros of Y are the left half plane zeros of the co coefficient in

Eq. 79 and the poles of Y are the factors of DF. (As pointed out in Ref. 131,

rher: IS. Tio need for the roots of DF to be in the LHP.) The optimal control

is then given by

Co T J(81)

where [ ]+ denotes the sum of those terms in the partial fraction expan-

sion of the enclosed expression having left half plane roots. Solution
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of the direct optimal control problem per se is not the immediate concern

here. However, it enables a solution of the inverse problem to be obtained

wherein co and the parameters of the open- and closed-loop systems are known.

The objective is then to solve for q's and r's and the coefficients in F.

w eVa'tt r n"hrol*procedure to- provide lcontrol law

transfer functions of the (observed) form

(js + 1)(TINs + i)

This contains a Pad6 approximation to a time delay,

e-•rs 2 (83)

(LS + ) (± + 1)

a lead time constant, TL, and a lag compensation or neuromuscular system

time constant, TI,N. All these are needed for a reasonably general opti-

mal controller which is to approximate the pilot describing function, Yp.

Thus, the optimal controller must contain a maximur, of two lags. This

requirement in turn requires that the frequency weighting, F, be of the

form

F = fes 2 + fls + fo (84)

This forces the root-sqvared locus expression to have two poles in addi-

tion to those from the controlled element.

Consider the case for Yc =Kc/s. Then the simplifying assumption that

TI,N = TN = TI. is valid, and for a compensatory tracking loop, we desire a

co of the form

cO = (o)Kps Kc-+ (85)

s2 + ( -KpKc)s + 2KPKC +)

Because of the above assumption, f 2 in Eq. 84 can be zero since only a
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single lag is needed in the optimal controller. Furthermore, one of the

q's, r's, or f's my be arbitrarily set equal to unity without loss of

generality. We shall set fl =1 and choose fo =2/¶ so that the frequency

weighting will be part of the system open-loop transfer function.

Enough relations are now available to solve for the unknown coeffi-

cients of the perforiance index. The closed-loop roots of the system

multiplied by their right half plane images must equal the 'normalized)

root-squared locus expression, i.e.:

CL Characteristic Root Square Locus

k!T -r2s2 + r2 B1 + (2iKcr2f 0s + q22Kc (86)

The left side of Eq. 86 comes from the denominator of Eq. 05, our postulated

cO, while the right side comes from the numerator of the co coefficient in

Eq. 79, the theoretical co, with F = f1s+ fo = s+ IrO. Matching coefficients

of like powers of s, and using fo 2/T as noted above

r2 = ±E(Kp~c ) (87)

= L (88)q22 =T2

Vow Eq. 81, which states the optimal control law, must be satisfied. From

Eqs. 79 and 80,

s + ( -. KpKc) s + -

Y 2 (89)

wixi(O) ("I 2 2

"s(s - )(s + s + i)(

Substituting Eqs. 85, 89, and 90 into Eq. 81 ,
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-I~ixi(O)Kps (s-

CO a)[.2 + 
-KpKc)sr + 2KpKc]

S2+ ~ KpK)s+B PC) s + 2KC(S +)(

(91)
Again matching coeff.cients of like powers of s, two algebraic

equations lintar in r, and q1 2 are obtained. Solving for r, and q1 2,

r, = 2 KPKcg(Cmj) - (92)

q12 = g(wi) (93)

where g (0(i) =L (94)

ql1 is not involved in any of the above equations, and in fact ql1 may be

any arbitrary quantity. That this is true can be demonstrated by solving

the direct optimal control problem as a check with the performance index

coefficients given by Eqs. 87, 88, 92, 93, and 94 with ql- arbitrary.

At this point we have obtained a formal solution to the problem we

set out to solve. (The solution is given by Eqs. 87, 88, 92, 93, and 94.)

It remains for us to assess suitability of this answer. In short, the

results are not very gratifying. This is so because the performance index

is not a function of the difference (yi-y), but is a function of yi and y

sepaintely. Inasmuch as only the displayed error (i-rm) and the pilot's

output, c, are expltcitly known to the pilot, we would expect that any

reasonable performance index would involve quantities linearly related to



these explicitly known quantities, in particular (yj-y). However, it

does not.

We might place an additional restriction upon the performance index

so that it is a function of (yj-y). The necessary restriction is that

g(a)i) (9,3)

However, Eq. 94 shows that Eq. 95 holds only when

S=o(96).

14
KKc _- + 2a•i Old (97)

The condition of Eq. 96 is acceptable, but only applicable when there

is no input. It is conceivably suitable as an approximation for very

low input bandwidths. The condition of Eq. 97 is unacceptable because

0 < % < 2/r (98)

must be satisfied for the closed-loop system to be stable.

For the wi =0 condition the performance indices are

Sri = -r2 = (KpKc- -

q C1 l2 = q22  = 'T

Experimental data for Yc =Kc/s systems can now be inserted in Eq. 99.

Again using the mc, Kc independence data, and the approximation KpKc = (nc,

= -r 2  = - T)

q12 = q2,_ = ,2K2

Data (A.., T, K.,) from only one system are needed to establish these indices,

after which the performance criterion function can be used to obtain at

least approximate results for plants which approximate Yc= K/s in the

region of crossover.
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The complications in even this simple exercise of the inverse optimal

control approach are sufficient to indicate that more complex systems

will require an almost exclusively numerical treatment.
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BOWTION X

Oa!nkni MUWJ PILOT rROI iUFNCTION
FnOM CROBOV NWLS AZAD OMIML COMROL TUOR

The purpose of this section is to set forth a method for adapting the

describing function portion of the quasi-linear human pilot model to a

given controlled element. This is the same goal sought using the inverse

optimal approach. Here, however, emphasis is placed more upon achieving

a serviceable method than upon the niceties of its construction. Within

this context we are, at last, more than modestly successful in demonstrating

that optimal control theory can indeed be used effectively to develop a

pilot describing function appropriate to a given controlled element.

This method assumes that all pilot/controlled--element combinations in

compensatory tracking are well approximated in the crossover region by the

so-called crossover model presented in detail in Ref. 12. This crossover

model has a frequency response function:

G(jcw) ),jJ (lOl)

We- shall represent the effective reaction time delay factor, e-j(Me, by

a Pad4 approximation to avoid the mathematical difficulty of dealing with

this factor in closed-loop analyses.

-j*•Oe - e/2 - jw (102)
Te/ 2 + jM

Because the above model has been found to prevail over a spectram of

controlled elements including the pure gain, single integration, and double

integration or pure inertia, it seems reasonable to generalize and assiume

that the human pilot adapts in such a way as to cause the frequency response

of the combination of his describing function and a given controlled element

to "closely approximate" thLt of G(jw) over the frequency range near pilot/

vehicle system crossover. This is, in fact, a basis for the first adjustment
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rule on "Equalization Selection and Adjustment" (p. 8). Our use of

optimal control theory in this section will be to effect this "close

approximation," that is, to a.-lapt the human pilot describing function

for control of the given controlled element.

In the following subsections we show that this approach is feasible

and consistent with what is. known to be good servo synthesis technique.

Then we apply the method to a practical problem which can be checked

against existing data.

A. F3AAM OF APPROACH

The approach is most easily explained in terms of the block diagram

in Fig. 55. The model in Fig. 55a depicts the situation of the crossover

model in a compensatory tracking loop structure. This loop structure is

often called "the unity gain feedback configuration" and the crossover

model "the open-loop transfer function." For the feasibility assessment

Inpu Output
_i Inu e* Cosvrmf

s + W1 Model, G(s)

(a) Model

N/A

W1 e Piolo~ntrolled
D.s -O Element,s W,.. Yo(s

(b) System

Figure 55. Block Diagram for Model and System
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let us temporarily use these more general terms while dealing with more

general matters. The model is forced by the transient analog of R-C

filtered white noise, i. (See Ref. 123 for development of the transient

analog concept.) The output and error in the model are denoted by m*

and e*, respectively.

The system in Fig. 55b has the same input and loop atructure as the

model. However, the open-loop transfer function, N/A, is separated into

two elements. One is the specific controlled element, Yc, to be controlled

and the other is the pilot, or, in more general terms, the controller. The

control variable is c. The output and error of the system are, respectively,

m and e. At this point, the system controller is unspecified. The object

is to calculate the controller transfer function that will minimize the

weighted sum of the mean-squared difference between model and system out-

puts, plus the mean-squared control variable. Put qualitatively, we are

goir g to trade increased response error in an optimal way for a reduction

in required control activity through selection of the controller. This

objective can be stated mathematically as

Minimize the performance index, J,
with respect to c, where

J = q(m-m*)2 + c2 dt (1od)

The constant, q, is the weighb in the sum of performance index terms

known as the ratio of the cost of error to the cost of control. We can

define the response error as

E _ m- m* = e* - : (104)

for brevity and rewrite Eq. 103 in the frequtrcy domain using Parseval's

tbeorem,*

J L J 2-f(qE + 8c) dt, (0 X5)

where now c = c(s), c = e(s), and • =(-•), etc. Response error can be

*We tacitly assume here that £ and c are ouch that the conditions on

Parseval's theorem for equivalence of Eqs. 103 and 105 are satisfied.
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expressed as a function of the control, c.

E(s) = Yc(s)C(s) - I-+ .( L (i6a

- w(s)c(s) 4- b(s) (106b)

At this point we have expressed the key elements needed as inputs for the

optimal control procedure. The details of the derivation, which follows Ref.

131 in most respects, are sketched below, and can be bypassed if desired.

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the control to be optimal
in the sense that J is minimized are:

The first variation of J on c must vanish for c = cO+ Xcl,
where co is thr.e optimal control and ci is any arbitrary
stable control variation.

The second variation of J on c must be greater than zero.

By substituting Eq. 106b and c = c0+ XcI into Eq. 105, we can
obtain an expression for Jc, which is that component of J con-
taining the first variation with respect to -71

=c = "jI £f+J._ 1 I(I +qW)c 0 + qblds (107)

- zij j 1z(s) ds (1CR)

Since Jc must vanish and corresponds to a stable function of
time for tc 0 and to zero for t ?0 (EI is analytic in the left
half plane), z(s) must correspond to a function of time which
is zero for t>0. That is, z(s) must be analytic in the left
half plane.

An expression for Jd, that component of J containing the second
variation with cI, can be similarly obtained.

= -f-+J1(I +q••w)c 1 ds (10")

For Jd>O, (i +qww).,j, > 0 for all w. The quantJity (1 + q~w) is
that involved in the so-called root-squared locus expression:

1 + qw" 0 (1O0)
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Therefore the condition Jd> 0 is equivalent to the condition
that no zeros of Fq. 110 lie on the imaginary axis of the
complex plane.

Now, if we set 1 + qw = YY (i)

where Y is analytic in the right half plane and has as its
poles the poles of w and let

J = qib (112)

in Eq. 107, then for the optimal control, YYc 0 + J= z 0,
and

= - [Tl (113)

[ 1 denotes the sums of the terms in the partial fraction
xpansion of [ ] having left half plane poles. The poles of
[J are associated with functions of time which are zero for
t:6 and are stable for t>0. Hence we see that co(t) is a
stable function of time for t >0 and zero for tSO by defini-
tion of the symbols in Eq. 113.

As stated previously, z(s) must correspond to a function of time
which is zero for t > 0 to satisfy the conditions for co to be
optimal. From Eqs. 107, 108, and 112, we can check to determine
whether Eq. 115 is consistent with that requirement.

z(s) = Y-c- + 11 (114)

Substituting for co using Eq. 113 and noting that

I [..LJ1j + [..LI (115)

+

gives -|z(s) = J(16)

Hence z(t) is zero for t20 by the definitions of symbols
given above and the fact that the poles of ; are the poles
of Y and these correspond to time functions which are zero
for tŽ0.
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The optimal control for the specific problem at hand is obtained by

substituting for Y and J1 in Eq. 113.

_O 1 -q-ciYcG/[(s+wj)(1 + G)]] ( 17)

= - (I +qYcYc) + (0 + qYcyc)- +

where ( ) = ( )+( ) and the poles and zeros of ( )+ are in the left

half plane.

Let us now proceed to determine the forms for the optimal controllers

for Yc =Kc, Kc/s, and KC/s 2 when the crossover model is G(s) -c/5.

1. Pue Osin Controlled Elownt: YO = KC

For Yc = Kc the Laplace transform of the optimal control is

+ qK2 --/c w qK~ _____ (c 0 + 2. - = - xi (0 0•

(I1+ qK) (sIw (sa) (+ qK2) (s + j)(.

C N
From Fig. 55b) -*...()Y(,(s) = 1ýN (

and the controller transfer function is

-( s)
1 N Xi

YP(s) -YcA -- i(s)Yc(s)

Substituting,
% qJE]
we 1 qKc

Yp(s) Kc 1 + qK (

s +

1 + qKc

Several features of this optimail conttroller trmi.afer f,:x Iurt f',r Ye Y•

should Le noted here:

0 If the controller characteristics are to be lrtdeperider,*
of the controlled element gain, the product qK' shuuld1
be an invariant parameter.
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* For qK2 > 1 the compensation in the controller is a low
frequency lag, i.e., with breakpoint less than oh.

* As qK2-m.-Co, YpYc-a-%s; that is, Yp- -(d)/Kc)/s (pure
integration behavior).

0 The controller is independent of the input bandwidth, tei.

Single -Inegntor Controll.ed Elemnt: YO = K.010

For Y. = Kc/s the optimal control will be

qc 2 s(S Vs + CI)

CO (Oc+Ck)(ý xi (122)
s+ + vq1%

Substituting into Eq. 120 yields a controller for Yc Kc/s of the form

W IK - s s + v ' i i + 0 C + C ,

where (s + '.Li)(s + w) =(s + UC(s + V'ý)

(124)

The root locus of (co/xi)Yc below indicates the relative values of w,

and ua for "small" values u: "j and "large" values of V.

-1 +

-W2  -Wc -WI
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{2

It can be shown that as mi- -O or as q - I--0; and as a-% 'O,

1 +

it can also be shown chat the roots are contained in the left half plane

for all ai when VqK- > 0.

The pertinent features of this optimal controller transfer function

for Yc = Kc/s are:

"* If the controller characteristics are to be independent of
the controlled element gain, the product Vq7K should be an
invariant parameter.

"* For V > coc the compensation in the controller includes
a differentiation, very low frequency lag, high frequency
lag, and high frequency lead.

0 As fqK42-0-w, YpYc .-Wcs. That is, Yp - %/Kc (pure gain
behavior).

J.Double- Znt~gntor Oowthofld Zlemat: ye yc/s2

The optimal control for Yc = KC/s 2 is

We als2 S+ aT

co = xi (125)

S 2+ 5VK xi qK2

where

21 ( VFqKi + (j!+ Wj)qiC

and 4 T

a 0  + -2l~F V~iT + + c
a1 -1 NqK4+ )c + Q)j



Substituting into Eq. 120 yields a controller for Yc Kc/2 of the form 6

I

Substit cutin inof Eq.O20i)Y eldaowndctrlers o the reatv values of tefff

A,,

a, as2(s + a.Q)

Yp (126)

where sh+o w 0) (s +- o(3 s + -=-_, (S 2 + 4s-0- s+ + )

-ci~al + a)(127)

The root locus of (co/xi)Yc below indicates the relative values of ~1

w~j, and 033 for "Small" values of wj and "large" values of

It can alobe show n that as wj"0 for all ai when ; an as

-W2c

II

The pertinent featu.-es of this optimal control.ler transfer function for
Yc = K/ are:
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"* If the controller characteristics are to be independent of

the controlled element gain, W should be an invariant

parameter.

"* For JýT > V2 me, the compensation in the controller
includes a double differentiation, very low frequency lag,

high frequency lead, and high frequency lag.

"* As ýqj0-•-•3 YpYc-m-%•c/S. That is, Yp--SC1c/Kc (pure rate

ehavior.

Ge Oeneral Features of These Opitca Controllers

There are several features to be appreciated in connection with the

entire above group of controller/controlled-element pairs:

"* To obtain "good" high frequency controller cutoff charac-
teristics in the case of Yc = Kc/s 2 , and qualitatively
comparable "good" low frequency characteristics in the
controller for Yc = K,, we see that

(qK2c)1 /[2n + 5 (n)]

should be "large" and approximately constant for all
systems. n is the number of controlled element poles
less the number of zeros, and

I ,n=0
8(n) = ,n 0

"* As j.--0O, we may correctly interpret the results as
pertaining to systems having an optimal step response.
Since many specifications in conventional control tech-
nology concern step response characteristics, these
optimal controller/controlled-element pairs are summa-
rized in Table XIX.

Clearly, the above controller/controlled-element pairs satisfy the

primary rule of thumb of frequency response synthesis: "Find or create

a fair stretch of -20 db/decade slope for the amplitude ratio of the

open-loop frequency response function, and thgn make it the crossover

region by putting the 0 db line through it." That is, make IYpYc(ji)I

approximate IK/Jwi in the frequency region about lYpYci = 1. This crude

prescription for acceptable stability and response is generally adequate

for minimum phase systems. It can be extended directly to nonminimum

phase systems by adding a prescription for a positive phase margin.
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TABLE XIX

OPTIMALJ CONIROLLTER AND CONTROLL.ED ELEMNTh~] PAIRS FOP, STEP IPTPI1

SCONTROLLER, Yp
I 0)Yc

2a~qK c

I + qK2
Vc

~s +¶ +&

S +

1681

K1 +(c + f2( + )

h~

s2 + + )s+ Iq4 + aý +f'2-aEt + a

What is more, certain "Practical" characteristics are displayed by

these controllers outside of the crossover frequency region. In the case

of Yc = K.., the controller compensation takes the form of a pseudo-

integration or low frequency lag. For Yc = Kc/82, the differentiation
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"needed in the controller for the crossover frequency region is cut off at

high frequencies by lag. Each of these characteristics in the respective

optimal controllers is a most elementary yet crucial consideration in
design practice for the physical realization of actual controllers. Hence

we my regard this particular formulation of the optimal control problem

as a step forward in relating conventional control technology and optimal

control theory.

At this point we can claim feasibiZ i•,y for the approach outlined in

the introductory remarks of this section merely by noting that the con-

trollers we have been discussing can be made fairly reasonable facsimiles

to the human pilot describing function in spite of the oversimplified

crossover model used.

The remaining task before us is proper selection of the parameters of

the crossover model, G(Jo)). Fortunately an extensive distillation of a

large collection of human pilot describing function data (Ref. 122,

pp. 14.5-164, 173-176, 179-182) can supply these parameter values. This

material also enables us to include the effects of variations observed in

human pilot crossover data of Te and mc with mi and possibly controlled

element type in the human pilot describing function calculation.

In the next subsection we will use this method to compute the human

pilot describing function appropriate to a novel controlled element and

compare the results with actual measurements.

3. C C MM1 A IMN PUL0T DZ5C•Mfl F3r=1ON

We have chosen the following example to illustrate the method: Givun

the controlled element,
Y ~~Kc ("8

Yc s s-1.0)(

in a compensatory control system forced by R-C filtered white noise with

bandwidth
"".ij = 1 .5 rad/sec (129)

find an appropriate human pilot describing function, Yp.
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The first step is to select an appropriate crossover model from Ref. 12.

Since the controlled element is somewhat like Kc/s2 in the probable cross-

,'ver region, we can use those crossover model parameters here. Assuming

equivalcnce of the input bandwidth parameters, a-N, the cr'ossover model

(Table XII, Ref. 12) is

=____ 3.25e- 0*;-85G(J(D) " uhe-Jci~e _"2__-JO"__8_

= jCI3 jCO (130)

Converting to the s-domain and using the Pads approximation:

G(s) =-3.25(s-5'2) (131)s(s +5.2)

The next mntter is to select a value for (-2)1/4. Recalling that

this parameter determines the high frequency cutoff for the system, and

that such an effect could be attributed to the high frequency neuromuscular

system dynzrpics (see pp. 164- 171 of Ref. 12), a reasonable number would

seem to be f = 10.Orad/sec. Ac t"-'lly, we shall consider a range of

values for this paramete- to see Just how good this guess is:

q• = 102, 10, 10, 105 , 106 , 14 rad4/sec4

Solving for the optimal control (given by Eq. 117) enables us to solve

for the optimal controller transfer function, or, as we shall call it in

proper context here, the "appropriate" pilot describing function Yp for

Yc = Kc/s(s-1.0). The parameters for this describing function for the
several values of q4 listed above are given in Table XX. The form of Yp

is

[s + 2 cqs+ a2

or

-Kps(s - 1.0)(s + z1)(s + z2 )
Y- = (132)

=(s + P )(s + P2)4s2 + % + (il

Notice in the last column of Table XX that as the cost of error relative

to control approaches infinity, Yp c approaches the crossover model G(s),

as indeed it should.
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TABLE XX

PARAMETERS OF Yo

___ ~~~~qK2___ __ _ __ _

,Io I o I 04 I 106
lop 10.3 I__ -5-____ 00

KKjp• -.. 69 -2.55 16.19 52.8 117.0 3.25 (c)

Zl -9.53 -6.24 -5.52 -5.2

z2 11.37 16.147 26.33

0.547 0.796

CaN 5.59 14.79

pl 0.390 -0.149 -0.133 -O,.045 -0.028 0

P2  2.95 3-73 4.38 4.89 5.13 5.2

( 0.363 0.510 0.564 0.616 0.654 2-/2

4.39 6.27 10..52 18.10 31.75

Equation 1 32 shows that the computed pilot describing function contains

a zero which cancels t"he unstable pole of Yc. (Cancellation of the Yc

poles will always occur in the optinal solution when only one loop can be

closed by the pilot.) Usually this is not a physically acceptable situa-

tion since the cancellation cannot be exact in practice. However, in the

case of the pilot describing function, we are really concerned with obtain-

ing a mathenatical representation of the pilot. From this point of view,

the situation is acceptable.
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The open-loop frequency response function, YpYc, is shown plotted

in Fig. 56 for q2 equal to 104 and in Fig. 57 for other values. The

results in Fig. 56 seem to best fit the measured YpYc where the pilot

was controlling Yc= Kd/s(s- 1.O). That this is so lends support to our

assumption that the high frequency neuromuscular dynamics may be identi-

fied with the cutoff characteristics of the optimal control formulation.

Notice that the calculated frequency response departs from the cross-

over model frequency response in the direction of the YpYc frequency

response measurements. Also, the calculated frequency response best fits

the data in the frequency region near crossover.

The fact that the calculated frequency response does not fit the YpYc

measurements very well at high and low frequencies is not a cause for

faulting the method. The discrepancy at high frequency stems from the

use of a simple low order Pade approximation to the effective reaction

time delay term in the crossover model. At low frequencies the devia-

tions in both phase angle and amplitude ratio from the measured quanti-

ties are probably due, at least in part, to the absence of a low frequency

neuromusculer phase lag representation in the crossover model. Inclusion

of this effect is possible by using the so-called precision model of

Ref. 12 as the crossover model. However, this amount of detail was

considered to be beyond the scope of the present effort.

The results from this example indicate that optimal control theory and

the crossover models presented in Ref. 12 can indeed be us~ed effectively

to develop a pilot describing function appropriate to a particular controlled

element.

What is more, in the course of performing the surveys leading to the

above results we have uncovered a particularly useful formulation for the

problem of synthesizing optimal closed-loop controllers. This formulation

produces controllers which implement the primary rule of thumb for frequency

response synthesis. Moreover, these controllers tend to use "practical"

compensation elements such as approximate integration in place of exact

integration and lead/lag filtering in place of exact differentiation, which

are important considerations when the controller is to be realized using

"real" components.
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The search for new models of the human pilot in dynamic control roles

has been approached in two ways. First, the status and deficiencies of

existing quasi-linear pilot, models have been used to specify new model

requirements. Second, the large body of known analytical techniques used

in the automatic control field has been reviewed in an effort to uncover

new modeling methods which may be useful. In some cases, the merits of

the new model/methods considered have been assessed, whereas in others

only the technical basis for an assessment has been established.

Deficiencies in the existing quasi-linear models have led to an

investigation of the following topics:

0 Low frequency lead generation using either velocity
sensing at the periphery (eye) or difference computa-
tions accomplished at a more central level.

* Mode-switching models for nonstationary or discrete
inputs to the pilot/vehicle system.

s Physiological aspects of pilot dynamics in track!.-g
tasks.

* Successive Organization of Perception (SOP) theory
for levels of pilot cognition higher than compensatory.

All of these approaches are likely to prove fruitful in the future.

Analytical approaches from automatic control theory which appear to

have the most promise have been investigated and summarized. These include:

"* Time-optimal computing feedforward elements useful in
the mode-switching models for response to nonstationary
inputs.

"* Optimal control theory using the crossover model in the
performance criterion to estimate pilot response charac-
teristics in compensatory tasks.

"* Inverse optimal control theory using known experimental
results and quasi-linear pilot response models in an
effort to define the pilot"s adjustment rules in terms
of performance indices.
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0 Optimal control theory to provide a simple test for
optimality (to an elementary quadratic critekion)
using only average performance measure data.

The most promising of the analytical approaches a posteriori is the second

listed, which permits a routine computational procedure to be used to

estimate pilot response characteristics for novel situations.
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Employing a procedure similar to that of Chang (Ref. 132), it can be

shown that the optimum system transfer function is, with the formulation

of Fig. 4 7,

HJG - (A-I)
J (I 5W (Orr)+

where the controller transfer function HJ can be factored into a product

of H, containing only left half plane poles and zeros, and J, containing

right half plane zeros (J J = I for a minimum-phase controller). For

the human operator, J is the nonminimulm-phase factor of the Pade' approxi-

mation to the time delay term, e The controlled element transfer

function G is stable but may contain right half plane zeros. Drr is the

power spectrum of the total input r = i + ni, hence (Prr =ii + (in+ (ni+ Inn;

0rmd is the cross spectrum between the input and desired output. If the

output can be generated by a linear operation with transfer function F1

acting on i, then Or.,= (41+ Oni)F 1 . (x ) denotes the product of all
factors of x with LHP poles and zeros, (x ) denotes the remaining factor,

and [x ]+ denotes the partial fr'iction expansion of x, retaining only the

partial fractions with LHP polez.

S+ k~cc 011 HG - F1IIIJG - Pl] + "lfj

+ PnnHJrHJG + k kJ H(-2

* I -F+I



Integrating and replacing the sum of the middle terms by twice the real

part, (R, of either, and using Orr = ýDi + (in + Oni + Cnn)

6 C + - =m2 +m - '2fJ k2HGJ) djw (A- 3)

Substituting from Eq. A-I,

[J 1 c__nd ] _ 'mdr (A-4)
HJGnmdr = (0) (I + k/GG)- ( (+rr)+ +(A-4)

Splitting up (J/J)[4mdr/((Irr)+(1 +k/GG) + into partial fractions, only

those partial fractions with RHP poles contribute to the integral, so

Eq. A-3 becomes

C= m?+ 2+ kc 2

___ 'Jrm 1 mar d
•j~l • f- (r)-(1 + k/G()-r) L (err)+ (I + k/•G)+ djw

The d sign has become redundant, as the integrand is now the (A-5)

product of complex conjugates. The last term in Eq. A-5 can be written

as

"f -- UM~HJGHJrr(1 + k/GG) dj(t) = -2m2 -- 2kc- (A-6)

Substituting Eq. A-6 into Eq. A-) yields

E2 + kc 2  = mý- + i + kc 2 - 2m2 -2kc 2  (A-7)

which simplifies to the desired result, Eq. 51,

I -fVm2 - 2 kc2
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